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E. N, CARVER,

e.

-The races at Canton Driving Park are
deferred one day on account of the weather,
and occur ·wednesda_y and Thursday. The
entries are well filled, and some of the best
horses in the State arc on the list. Attendance fair on \Vednesday, and Thursday a big crowd will doubtless witness
some fast trotting.
-Canton
has ,·oted to celebrate, and the
following committees have been chosen:On arrangements and programme, B. A.
Swasey, J. \V. Thompson, G. \V. Moore.
On finance, M. Peabody, Xathan Reynolds.
On boat race and base ball, A. L. Stan•wood. Effo1·ts are being made to secure a
college team for the boat race and base
ball match.
-Miss Louise Staples has returned from
Roston, ·where she ha$ been studying ,·o-
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VILLAGE & VICINITY.
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-Mrs. 1\1. G. Strout is visiting in Waltham, :'viass.
-G. \V. Moore is unloading a car of
open and top carriages.
-0. A. McFadden of Portland, arri,·ed
in town Tuesday afternoon.
-See adv.-\Vanted
immediately, also
millinery ad. of A. C. Bicknell.

cal and instrumental music "·ith Madame
E. 1I. de Angel is since the first of January.
\\'e are glad to learn of her success, as her
teacher says she has accomplished as much
st
as mo of her pupils ha,•e in one year.
;\1adame de Angel is is considered the best
-Hon.
\Valdo Pettengill
of Rumford, teacher in Boston.
called on the TELEPIIOXE last Friday.
-\Vm.
F. Berry has returned
from
-\V.
E. Adkins has been confined to Rangeley.
,~·hile there he went fishinghis house for several days, by sickness.
the first attempt.
\Vith Elmer Snowman
-Ice cream and soda water ha,·e put in
an appearance at Reynolds' Drug Store.
-1\fr. and Mrs. John T. \Vard of Freeport, haYe been visiting at Cyrus Bonney's.

ot

-Granl'ille
Childs has re-modeled the
Grange
store, making
two tenements
therein.
-Rev. Vv. II. S. Ventres will preach at
Canton Point school house next Sunday,
p M
at 2 • ' •
-Lewis
O'Bi-ion, of Lewiston, formerly
in the clothing business here, was in town
last week.
-Nathan
Reynolds put out a handsome
new sign at his drug store, \Vednesday.
Painted by Ray.
-Time
table of R. F. & B. Railroad, is
changed in this issue to conform to time
which went into effect last l\Ionday.
-l\Ir. G. F. Hammond of Paris, chairman of the Board of Co. Commissioners,
called at the TELEPIIOXE office on Friday.
-The floor re-laid in the office at Hotel
Swasey was taken up at the Swasey rink,
not the large rink, as we understood last
week.
-In the State Com·cntion at Lewiston,
last \Vednesday, IIon. J. R. Bodwell, of
Hallowell, was nominated as Republican
candidate for Go\'ernor.
--The Republican County Convention
will be held at the Court House, Paris
Hill, on \\'ednesday,
June 23d, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
-Children's
Day will be obserl'ed at the
Baptist church next Sabbath eYening, by
exercises by the young folks, singing,
speaking and decorations.
-The 7.5th anni,·ersary
celebration of
Oriental Star Lodge, F. & A. l\I., No. Livermore, has been postponed to June 2+th.
A. R. Savage, Esq., of Lewiston, will deliver the address.
-In the County Com·ention at Auburn
last week, Hon. J. P. Swasey was called
upon to make a speech.
Ile began b_vsaying, "lam not a politician"-that
"brnught
down the house."
-Oscar Childs has received the appointment of mail agent from Portland to Island
Pond.
\Ve learn that it is doubtful if he
accepts.
Although it is no insignificant
plum, it is not just the one he wanted.
-The "Young.Vhitneys"
is the name
of a base ball club of this village, under
the leadership of Master Carl Ellis. They
reoently played with a club composed of
the young boys, at Dixfield,
and the
''Young Whitneys"
came off victorious.
-Mr. \V. S. Richards of Newton Highlands, Mass., took the train at Canton,
Tuesday, on his return from a fishing trip
to Mexico and ,·icinity.
Being an Oxford
Co. boy, he does not attempt to get along
without the weekly visits of the TELEPIIONE.

-The
Col.Inly Commissioners
gaye a
hearing Friday at Canton House, on the
road petitioned for by W. W. Rose and 22
others.
J. P. Swasey appeared for the petitioners.
The Commissioners
sustained
their former decision granting the prayer
of the petitioners, although the town has
once refused to build and accept the road.

and Geo. Bean, guides, on Tuesday of last
week, he took 15 pounds of trout from the
lake in 5 hours, and the next morning in
a short time added 6 trout to his "little
string."
Two good sized trout from this
catch found their way into the editor's
porringer.
The good deacon, notwithstanding his three score years and ten,
caucrht the true infatuation of the sport,as
did ~ve the real flavor of a trout dinner.
-Friday's
excursion to Portland and the
islands presents a rare opportunity
for a
day of recreation, as the trip includes many
points never before CO\'ered by our excursions. A steamer will be at th e serl'ice of
the party from noon until 5 P. i\I. st opping at either Diamond or Peak's Island
for dinner. after which th e sail will continue for about th ree hours.
Parties can
stop at most any place in Casco Bay for
part of the day, and the steamer will touch
at same landings on its return.
Our new
cars, and recent improvements on the road,
will add to the comfort of passengers. The
time of leaving Canton, 9.IO could not suit
better, as parties from a distance will ha,·e
ample time to dri\'e to the depot, and the
weather can be safely foretold at that time.
The fares are placed \'ery low, considering
the trip, and Supt. Lincoln has spared no
pains to arrange e,·ery detail to make this
the grandest
excursion
of the season.
Thompson's Band "·ill be in attendance
all da ,·. Should the weather be frH'orable
we pr~dict there will be a crowd.

OUR NEIGHBORS.
Buckfield.
Juxir 14. Our village never looked
more beautiful than at the present time.
It has been decided to ha ,·e a grand 4th
of July celebration here, Saturday, July
3d. It is to be a G. A. R. celebration.
It
is expected that the ,·arious G. A. R. Posts
will be present.
Good speakers,
Paris
llill band, greased pigs, sack ra_ce, fantastics, picnic dinner, and e\'e? th_ing to
make people happy to come off dunng the
da v • fire works in the e1·ening.
o:ir Base Ball club played their. first
game for the season last Saturday, with
the Auburn club. l3uckficld _boys beat.
One of Lewiston 's artists, :Miss Lotta
l3uck, is spending a few days at Dr. C. B.
Bridgham's.
John Lewi~ Child and wife, from::\'. Y.,
are stopping at the Buckfield House. Also
Mrs. Herbert Tilton and baby.
The remains of l\Iiss Blanche Buck,
daughter of Albion Buck, were placed in
our cemetery Saturday last.
Mrs. Harvey Bates, one of our old residents, died \'ery suddenly Monday, at her
nephew's, Mrs. vVm. Cushman, in Hartford, where she was visiting.
I. Wilson Shaw is on the sick list.
Stanley Bisbee has purchased a large
and beautiful yellow dog.
I am pleased to note that we have a
splendid road, leading from this v'.lla~e to
the Ilebron line, via. Packard di st nctsomething we could not boast of for t_he
past forty years.
\Ve cannot but praise
Geo. Bridgham,
engineer and hrakeman
of the Buckfield road machine, for the
same.

The new Party Prohibitionists
of this
"Dry weather," is the salutation
now.
place held their caucus last Saturday, and Much complaint is made tlu!t corn does
elected delegates to attend the Prohibition
not come up well. Many have been obligState com·ention.
ed to replant.
The crow, however, is aidOur Reform Club is in a flourishing con- ing it to come up. If he is the farmer's
dition.
Meeting eYery Sunday evening. friend, then saYe us from om' friends.
DRE.\D.
\Vater supply at the mills has run low
Byron.
and the saw mill has shut down, until
The past week Buckfield Hill district more rain provides a supply.
has been at work on the road.
SLOCUM.
Fishing parties have good success. One
Jc;xE 15. Another of Sumner's old and
party from Dixfield caught oo in one day. esteemed residents passed away on Mon4
O. Hayford and son from Canton, caught day, in the death of Dea. Samuel Palmer
rS lbs. in r r-2 days, on the head-waters who died suddenly and Yery unexpectedly.
of the East Branch.
Ile had been about the farm as usual until
Mrs. Cooper is on the sick list. She a short time before his death.
Dea. Palmer was a worthy and kind neighbor and
has been unwell all th e spring, but was citizen, and his death reminds us that our
taken worse th e o th er night a nd sent to old land marks are fast passing away. He
1
~~:; 1~;er f::·m: fr~;· p::i: : F~-~;:;~~,-hae~-~ had been a member of the Baptist chu1·ch
he is at work.
many years.
Age So years IO months.
Two Deputy Sheriffs came from FrankSLoCUc\L
!in Co. the other day, looking after a horse
E.\ST
SDtXER, June r5, i8S6.
that had been stolen.
\Vent through to
To the Canton Telejholle.-I
,\'ill give
Andm·er.
They found the horse, I under- public notice of the disgraceful conduct of
stand, but did not find the parties, who (the writer here gil'es four names, which
took the horse and carriage.
we deem best to withhold.-En.)
young
A.
men from eighteen to twenty-three
years
Canton
Point.
of age, and three others whose names I
Chas. l\L Holland of \\'oonsocket. R. I.,
is on a l'isit to his old home. \\.ill return
next Friday
Our rents are now all taken up, Mr.
Robinson from Chesten·ille,
ha Ying mo,·-

will not mention by reason of their youth,
who came to my house on the night of the
ninth of June and disturbed the peace and
quiet of my family by thei1;.{ells
and
screeches, and conduct, more 1 ·e san1ges
than like ciYilized beings.
My moth'h,
ed into the Thomes house.
la vino- at the point of death' was disturbed
0
Our new gates are hung at our cemetery.
b
d d
\It]
I the
and are verJ' nice and fit exactly.
They a most eyon en urance. 1 10 ug 1
Y
paid me in part for damage done my propcoSt $90 in BoS t on. :\Iuch praise is due to erty, still uch disgraceful, unciYilized conthe ladies for their interest taken in pro- duct should not be kept pri,·ate, and I wish
curing funds for them.
\Ve now ha Ye as }··ou to publish my statements in full for
fine a cemetery as is often seen in a coun- public good.
trv place. It is fenced with granite, three
SIDXEY r\. OLDHAM.
sides with bank walls the other faced, the
whole being of split stone, at a cost of
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
$ss8. The gates were from l\Iorss &
Considerable work on the highway has
\Vhyte, Boston.
been done during the past \\·eek.
\Vas pleased to see ;\liss Ella \\'aite ridRev. \V. S. McIntire of Brunswick, deing out the other day, gil'ing el'idence of
li,·ered a temperance lecture at the M. E.
impro,·ement.
church last Friday e,·ening.
His subject
H.
was, "How the rum business effects you."
Hon. E. B. Washburne of Chicago, arCarthage.
Jt!xE 12. l\Ir. CassanderBrown
died to- rived at the "Norlands" last Saturday.
Dr. I. L. Alden is very ill, and his reday. Ile was taken about 8 o'clock this
n1orning and died at 12.15, ,yith conges- co,·ery is deemed impossible.
At
a caucus held last Saturday, Re,·. E.
tion of the brain.
i\Ir. Isaiah White died June ro. He was S. Small, Re,·. \V. H. Foster, Dr. II. Reyon the road to work and drank some wa- nolds, and R. A. Can·er, were chosen delter. Ile said he felt a sel'ere pain in his eo-ates to attend the Prohibition State Conside and went home and said he felt cold. ,.~ntion, to be held at Portland \Vednesday
and Thursday, June r6 and 17.
He only li,·ed about one-half hour.
Stillman Record has moved on to the
E.E. W.
Hubbard Haskell place.
DIXFIELD.
Ed. \Velland returned from Portland
JUJ:m r.5. Papers are being circulated
Saturday night.
for subscriptions
to repair the meeting
An effort is being made to make the
house in this Yillage.
bridge free at this place.
I-I. O. Stanley and 0 • S. Stowell ha,·e
F. S. Richmond
has finished sawing
gone to \\'eld, to distribute from the hatch- birch at his mill.
ing house, near l\'Iasterman 's, the small
A Sabbath school concert \\·as gi,·en at
fishes that have been produced there this the Baptist church last Sunday e,·ening.
spring.
Whit Sunday \\·as obserYed at the UniL. C. Willoughby is hal'ing his house versalist church last Sabbath.
newly shingled.
J. F. Lamb was in town Saturday.
Mr. George Atwood and wife spent a
Mr. Richmond
has given his turning
day or two here last week.
mill a new coat of paint.
Ex-Mayor Thomas Littlefield of Auburn,
E. II. A.
was in town a few days last week.
Mexico.

i'

'

IssueNo.179.

Charles Fox of Haverhill,
Mass., is
spending a few days with R. L. Taylor,
fishing.
He has caught some good strings
of trout.
He has a pair of patent wooden
soled shoes to wear fi ·bing.
CoR.

No. TURN ER.

The centennial committee met last Saturday at Keene's hotel to hear the reports
of the sub committees, etc. The celebration will be held at Turner Village July 7,
ending with a ball at Keene's Hall in the
evening.
There were three doctors at No. Turner,
Thursday, and the patient is still alh·e.
l\IrKE,

PERU.
At Peru, Children's Day was observed
by the Baptist Sabbath school last Sabbath. The programme of the Publication
Society was well carried out. The scholars did themselves
credit, as well as the
committee who had charge.
Although a
small school, it was a pleasure for them to
add their little to the fund by which this
great and good Society is planting new
schools at the rate of four every three days
in the year. The address by the Pastor
set forth some of the providences of God
by which this Society came into existence,
and that have led it into its present sphere
o} usefulness.
Flowers, always welcome
in the sanctuary,
were generously
and
tastefully supplied.
The Baptist church at Peru has received
a new _coat of paint, which is a great improl'ement.

----------.11.ssociations.
RURAL

l:'.\tPROVEMENT

AssocIATION,-Otis

IIay-

ford, Pres.; E. ~- Carver, Sec. Chait:men of Committees:- On Trees and Ornamentatiou,. Chas. II.
Gilbert; On IIighways, Z. E. Gilbert; On Drainage, A. L. Stanwood.
CANTO:-t
REFOHM
Cu;n. - ,,~m. Child, Pres.;
I-I.II.Burbank, V.P. llleeting 2d and 4th lhi<lay at
6.30 P, :\I.
F. & A. 111.-\Yhilney Lodge, No. 167. A. !'ackard, \\'. M.: \\". H. II. \\"ashburn, S. Thursday
on or before full moon.
R. A. CHAPTER.-}.
M. Holland,II.
P.; D. Brad
ford, S. 1\londay on or before full moon.
I. O. O. F.-..:\.nasag-unticook Lodge, Xo ..32. N.
L.l\Ieands,N. G.; H.II.Burbank,Scc.
\Yednesday.
C.\NT0!'l ExCAl\lPME:-;T.-Xo. 39. A.L.Stanwood,
C. P.; R. Swett, S. First and third Frid!ly.
G. A. R.-John
A. Hodg-e Post, Xo. 71. C. O.
Holt, P. C.; R. Swett, QM.
Third Tuesday.
TIIO:\IPSO:x's
B:\ND.-j.
,v.
Thompson, 1..c:adcr;
R. Swett, Sec;. Saturday.
P. OF JI.-Canton Grang-e, No. IJO .. Ji. S. ::\lendall, '.\faster; A. T. Reynolds, Sec. Last Saturday
oft::ach month, 2 P. M.
CANTON D"ll'ING
AssocIATION.-J.
\V.
Thomp.
son, Pres.; l\I. Peabody, Sec. and Treas.
BAPTlST
CIIURCn.-Re\~. ,v. 11. S. ,rcntres, Pas
tor. Scrdces u A. M. Sabbath school following
at 12. Social services Sunday and Thursday t!Yen- •
ings at 7 .30.

------~----

Born.

Buckfield-May
19, to the wife of Mr.
Frank Withington,
a son.

~'.Iarried.
Livermore Falls-May
31, Mr. Charles
H. Pierce and Miss Nettie F. Pulsifer,both
of East Livermore.
l\It. Vernon-June
13, by Rev. J. R.
Herrick, Mr. Edmund P. Ladd of Livermore and Miss Florence L. Wyman of
Canton.
Curtis Corner-June
12, Mr. Eben E.
Kincaid of East Livermore and Miss Betsey M. Wing of Leeds.

Died.
East Sumner-June
14, Dea.
Palmer, aged So years ro months.

Samuel

J. H. E.
Mrs. John Reed commenced the school
Carthage-June
IO, Mr. Isaiah vVhite.
Manley \\'bite is building a house on in the new school house in Poplar Hill
12, Mr. Cassander Brown, aged 68
his farm adjoining his father's.
He bought district last week. This school house is June
years.
the Libbv house in Carthage,
and has the best one in the town of Mexico, and
moved a;1d erected it west of the main road one that the district should be proud of.
where he will have a pleasant loc:c'.!tion'.•It is all finished hard wood seats, and is
Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved. I have made
Mrs. \Vhite's father, Nathan Carver: is well painted throughout.
arrangements with the well.known
Portland
Florists, \V. E. MORTON & CO., to take orstopping with her this summer.
Louise Tucker is teaching the school in
ders for the above. Prices.low; New designs.
Order of
1y7
The 4th will be celebrated at Dtxfield on the Harlow hill district.
l\Ionday,July 5th. The grangers will open
Emily Hayes is teaching at the Corner.
C. 0. HOLT, C~NT0N.
their Hall, where there will be literary exTo the wife of L. I-I. Reed, a daughter.
ercises and music during the day, and a
Mrs. J. o. Kidder bought of Enoch
ALL IN WANT OF
dance in the evening.
Ice cream, lemon- Knapp, Esq., a red, mottle-faced calf, to
ade and confectionary
will be furnished
mate one she raisedi
She now has one of
for all, day and evening, and a good time the best pairs of calves in town. Ralph
is expected.
Kidder has another pair of the same kind.
East Sumner.
He and aunt John will try titles to see
PLEASE CALL EARLY,
JexE r+· Mr. Edgar L. ·warren began which will raise the best pair of steers.
Herbert vVorthley of Avon, is visiting As my milliner will leave July 2d.
his labor at the Cong'] church last Sabbath, and made a fa\'orable impression up- his brothers and friends in town.
June 5th, Sewell Goff, Chas. II. Virgi~,
on his hearers.
He is to supply twelve
and Lucian Glover, had peas that were m
weeks.
blossom.
June 13th Mr. Goff had potatoes
Mr. Stephen Doten arrived home from
Portland on Friday eve, where he had been that were budded to blossom.
Nathaniel Taylor, wife, and friends celstopping a few weeks with his son, S. E.
ebrate the fiftieth anni,:ersary of their wedDoten, who came up with him.
Charlie Bradeen is building an addition ding, Monday, June 14th.
A first-class Dressmaker;
none other
Enoch Knapp is confined to his bed with need apply.
to his house, and J. S. Hodgdon to his
a lame knee.
MRS. ELLEN TOOTHAKER, Dixfield.
store.

FLOWERS t;;c;~~~~!t~:1

A.C.BICKNELL,

Blue Store,

Canton.

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY.

I

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS

CLl1'PIN6S FOR THE V URIOUS.

THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN.

A physician says that if arnica wii!i
b - d ·
ld
Evil spirits, it was e1iev;, In o
The I whieh bruised limbs are bathed ~ times often took the fo~m of a fly, and

It appears that many fruits acquire

Parted.

DOWNA FLUME.

The silver brook will m •EA thee, ·
The breeze that used t.okiss thee,
A Svvirt
Journey
Dovvn
And ruffle with a soft ca.reas thy curls ot
sunny hair;
Nevada
Mountain.
When the early dewdrops glliten
Ra f
On the roses, they will listen
RllShlng Through Space at thtl
te 0 For thy step upon the garden walk, thy laughTwo Miles a Minute.
ter in the air.

a

most of their growth by night.
fruit of the cherry laurel, for instance,
heated its good effects arc perceptible the term "fly" was once a popular syn~
has been found by Dr. Krauss, of Halle, much sooner than if applied while cold. nym for a familiar spirit.
to increase at the rate of ninety per
A standing antidote for poison by poiCurious in the statistics of births is
~nt at night, and only ten per cent by son oak, ivy, etc., is to take a handful of the fact that there is ulways a larger
day, while apples increase eighty per quicklime, dissolve in water, let it stand
The meadows gay with flowers,
cent at night, and twenty per cent in the
half an hour, then paint the poisoned number of boys born th an girls.
The
A Chicago newspaper man tells in the
The summer's leafy bo\\·ers,
daytime.
part with it. Three or four applica- propoition var es from 102 to 106 bnys Herald of that city an experience he once Will know thy joyous smile no more; th&
The botanic gardens of the world, tions, it is said, will cure the most ag- to lOO girls.
had riding in a Nevada lumber flume.
woodlands stand forlorn;
most of them scientific in character, are gravatecl cases.
A Chicago writer speaking of the Chi- "Lumber flumes in the Sierra Ncvaclas,"
I hear the soft complaining •
Of birds, from mirth refraining,
reported to number 197, of which GerA r~tirccl phisician living in Ohio, and nesc in that city, says that while the men he said, "are all the way from five to
many has 34; Italy, 23; F.cance, 20; suffering with diabetes, claims to find appear to have a great deal of hair, ex- forty miles long. They arc built on a That greetod with their caro!s sweet thy
waking eve1·ymom.
Great Britain and Ireland, 12; West great relief in a diet consisting wholly amination of the pig-tails reveals that regular engineer's grade.
The bed of
Poor mother! hush thy wEl(>ping,
Indies, 6; and the United States, 5. of buckwheat.
He states that when he nearly two-thirds of that appendage ;. the flume is made of two-inch plank in
Above thy darling sleeping,
More than half are supported by gov- confines himself to a buckwheat diet ex- plaited silk thread.
the form of a V, the sides of the V being
Nor fret with aught of earthly griet the stillernment, and only five per cent by pri- elusively, the disturbance in the stomach
To obtain money to carry on a war from eighteen to twenty six inches high.
ness whero ho lie,q,
Tate enterprise.
is relieved, as is also the pain in the against the Indians, Gov. West of South They are built on a grade of about sixFlowers in his little flngel"',
An Italian physicist, Siinor Bombicci, eyes, due to the disease from which he / Carolina, in 11380, offered a price for teen feet drop to the thousand.
They
Wh re the rosy flush sUll lingers,
seeks to account for the fact that meteor- has so long suffered. 'rhis remedy is a every Indian captive, and then sold all carry eight inches of water in the acute For the angels are his playmaies on the plaillil
of Paradise.
ites are largely composed of iron by very simple one, and well worth trying. who were brought in to West-Indian angle, and discharge it at the rate of 400
supposing the earth's magnetism to be
For ordinary nervous system being out slave dealers, who again disposed of miner's inches a minute. In other words,
HU.UOlWUS.
the influence which chiefly attracts the of order or uy excessive fatigue, a hot them profitably to West-Indian planters. turn in your water at the head of the
floating fragments of space. This view bath will so soothe the nerves that sleep
Nothing disgraced the humanity of the flume, and it will carry a log weighing
Upside down-A feather bed.
is supported by the large finds of mete- will naturally follow, and upon getting past like the neglect and cruelty prac- 400 pounds with a velocity greater than
A capital fellow-The millionaire.
oric iron near the acccssiole pole of our up the patient will feel very much re- ticecl towards the wounded in war. the fastest engine that was ever made.
Uniform prices:
What tho tailor
planetary magnet.
freshed and the toothache gone. For Under modern law, the nmlmlanccs and The log's displacement just about fills charges for soldiers' cloths.
The moisture of the atmosphere will what is known as "~umping" toothache, military hospitals for the wounded arc the V, without any more friction than
"What is the latest?" was asked of a.
permeate the pores of wood much more hot, d~y flannel apphcu to the face and held to be neutral property, and are re- necessary to keep it in place.
wit. "Twelve P. M.," was the curt re-rapidly the way the tree grew than it I neck is very eJicctive. For common 5pcctcd and protected by the belligerents
"About nine years ago I was up at ply.
th
would in the opposite direction. :i\licro-1 too ache, which is caused by iu<iigcsIt is gravely related in an Illinois news· Lake Tahoe wi th E. W. Smalley and W.
When one splits hill side with laughter
st
scopical examination proves that the th
ti~n, or by rong, sweet acid or any- paper" that ~1ftcra peach tree on the farm H. Patton of th e Mackey & Fair Lumber
he should run until he gets a stitch in
pores invite the ascent of moisture, while
i_ngve:J hot or co!d in a decayed too th , of James l\L Baker of P,,Imyra, had Company.
Patton was showing us th e them.
they repel its descent. Take the familiar 1• a little piece ?f cotton steeped in strong blown down, the broken trunk was stuck sights. We had come up from Carson
case of a wooden bucket. Some of the camph_or oro1l o_fcloves is_agood remedy. in the fire under a soap kettle. Not a City, sixteen miles, by stage, and it waS
The unfortunate head of a family who
staves appear to be entirely saturated Care m th~ diet, especrnlly when the blossom was on the tree, but when the a hot and tedious ndc. About sundown
fell into a vat of hot water is said to hava
while others are apparently dry. The bowels are disordered, is help_ful to miti- heat of the fire penetrated the branches Patton said: 'Boys, we'll go home by been pa boiled.
th
reason is that the dry staves are in the I gate tqo a~he•. If the tooth is much de- the tree burst into full bloom.
the flume, and we'll get there a littl<>
Three things that never agree: Two
th
position the tree grew, while the satur-1 ~;';;:d, n:) ing LS better th an its extracquicker, I think.'
cats over one mouse, two wives in ono
t d
d
The great reforms in modern interna"He directed a man to bring out the house, and two lovers after one girl.
a eThon~s arfehreverse •
Hand Or,.ans
tional law, due especially to the spirit of yacht, as he called it.
This was a VPeople hire lawyers in certain ca.~esfo1
e air o t e sea when taken at a /
. "' •
Christianity, beoun in great part with
great distance from laud, or even on the / Hand-orgvns, writes a correspondent the eminent n:tch publicist Grotius shaped canoe about fourteen feet long,
two reasons. One is for the settlement
!Shoreand in ports when the wind blows . o_fthe Troy 1'ir~es, arc a modern inftic- / early in the seventeenth ceu'tury II; very shallow, and made to fit the flume of diEputes and the other to di9putc setfrom the open, is iu an almost perfect / ho~, an_dhave mtrocluced the monkey, / taught humanity towards women clerks, and just about fill it with the displacetlcments.
1 which 1s a feature formerly unkown in f
state f
·.t
N
•
.'
ment of 600 pounds.
The yacht had a
Among the new importations are the
,
o_ pun !·
ear contmcnts tie mendicant minstrels . The monke
in- I armer~, merchants and to all m battle brake-two
rubber })ads on either side,
land wmds dnve before them an atmos•
. Y
Y,
who cned quarter or offered to yield.
Anderson ginghams. They com~ in plaicli
pherc always impure, but at a distance deed, 1s so amus1'.1g~hat one_ almost ~orworked with a lever, and so applied
and checks and embrace all the new
from the coasts this impurity has disap• gets the organ-gnucl1ng wlule watchmg
The Ernlatiou of Nations.
against the sides of t.hc V flume that on fancy shades of the season.
Pcared. The sea rapidly J)urifics _the p~s- his antics. These ai~i_mals are_ wo1_th
The following- eloquent passao"eis from pressure it wou_ld lift_ the yacht gradually
A
..
f. rom $10 to $30, acco_ramg
•
n ongmal way of answcriu~ two
tilential atmosphere of continents·, hence
to the_1rtram- lln article by -·Dr. Felix I,. Oswald iu / an d a 11ow th e Jig h tnmg current to pass
every expanse of water to a certa1·0 mg, and when an Italian owns his organ Popular Science Monthly: The clo,-.,f~ineI un d er h er. SIie a l so_h ad two small ru b - questions at a time: "Herc, Biddy,
cl
breadth becomes an absolute obstacle to an monkey he is really well-to-do in th e of evolution rcco <Ynizesthe fact that~.. thr. b er w h eeJs, one on 1th er b ow, t 0 k·eep what's the time o' night, and where's
0
•
th e 81
•clcs Of th e the pertaty pudding1" "It's eight sir."
the propagation of epidemics.
wor Id •
development of social and physical or- h er nose fhromgnu• d mg
'l'he best hand-organs cost from $100 g:misms is not an unbroken march of pro- flume ass e went by curves.
A writer says that a woman i9 a silent
Tl.te Science of Silence.
to $150, but those which so commonly gross.
Advancement alternates
wit]:,
" 'Now, boys,' said llfr. Patton, 'butpower in the land. To this a cynical
He who has learned the science of si, torment the public rarely cost more than pauses, as day with night, or life with I ton up your coats, tie down your hats,
old bachelor editor responds :-"That
Jenee may hide ignorance and even ac- $40. The best are the flute oro-ans
death; the phenc,mena of progressive life and h?ld on. Don't get scared.
Trust
will be news to thousands of bus,
0
1 and
quire a reputation for knowledge and ' they play nearly a dozen tunes, and some roll through the cycles of germination, your lives to me for the next half hour.
bands."
wisdom. .A.story is told of the painter have extra cylinders, which add to their maturity, aud decay. In the household I've sailed in this yacht before, and I
Smith (nervously)- "Aro you sur11
Zeuxis, how he reproved a certain high capacity. The principal factory i9 in of Nature every grave i9 a crad!I) i the know she's staunch.'
there are no toadstools among these
priest of Great Diana of the Ephesians, Chatham street, this locality being so mold of every fallen tree furthers the
"There were thrca seats. Patton took
mushrooms?" Mary (guiltlessly(-"They
who discoursed of pictures in the artist's near the Italian quarter (Baxter street) growth of new trees.
Grecian colonies the front one, to handle the brake.
wuz bought for the missus' table, but she
studio with so reckless an audacity of ig- that it is very favorable to trade. There flourished on the ruins of Troy, Persian Smalley took the next one, and I took
told me to try 'em first on J;he boarders.
11orance that the very lads who were arc some Italians who own a number o! provinces 00 the ruins of Babylon, Mace- the rear and worked the tiller.
That
Husband (impatiently to wife)-! told
grinding colors could not refrain from. organs, which they rent by the season at donian kingdoms on the grave of the was rigged just like a ship's rudder, with
you I only wanted half a cup of tea, and
giggling, whereupon Zeuxis said to his a large profit and with but little loss. Persian Empire; Roman legionaries in- a rubber wheel to ease off her stern against
as usual you've filled it to the top.
to eloquent friend, "As long as you kept The grinder having finished his summer hcrited the wealth and the culture of the side of the flume if she got to yawing.
Don't you know what
half-full isf
from talking you were the admiration of itincrancy, of course comes back for win- conquered Greece.
The conquerors of Patton told his men to put on two inchMother-in-law (grimly)-She
ought ta
the boys, who were all wonder at your ter quarters, and thus pays his rent. Rome were the noblest, stoutest, and cs lliore of water, and then, with a wave
by this time.
rich attire and the number of your ser- Both organ-grinders and boy fiddlers manliest races of the Caucasian world. of his hat, we weighed anchor.
Great
"Don't prevaricate, sir," thundered a
van ts i but now that you have ventured have their regular routes, which they re- freemen, in love with health and Nature: Scott! how that thing jur:iped I Smalley
judge to a witne~s from the mines.
to expatiate upon the arts of which you peat year after year, and there seems to yet vrithal with poetry, glory, honor, got sca.~ick. I jammed my helm hard
know nothing-, they are lau 00-hin00- at you be some general arranii:cmc11t ,vl11·chpre- · t·
, h
cloW11but Patton yelled throuo-11the air
Can't help it, judge," answered the
outright."
Dcnouncino<Ythe vapicl ver- vents interference. It is s,•1·1cl
that mors Jus IC~, anc, oncst thrift.
They planted
,
o
'
miner. "Ever.since I got a kick from
their banners in the rrarden-lands of the 'Let her go; I've got her!'
And with
binge of shallow praten, Carlyle exclaims, than 300 of these peripatetic minstrels West; and their ei:;;pircs gilt by the one hand on his brake, his hat crushed
n mule that knocked my teeth out I
"Even Triviality and Imbecility, that have .-.one from New York this season
.
.
'
down on his head, and his teeth set, he I preva1·icate a great deal.
·t ·1 t h
° •
•
.
' ir.ormng light of a new era were found1
can s1 s1 en , ow respectable are they anc yet 1t ':1ll be rn.:·c1f two men visit eel unclcr auspices far ha icr than those looked the incarnation of courage.
We ;
"Are you going to make a flower-bed
in comparison!" It was said of one who the same village. ,vhen cold weather I of the A b",
t
. ~1P h
plunged down the mountain with a speed here?'' said the Brooklyn girl to her
h t I
f
•
•
ra 1an sa rap1cs m t c worn-out
as a mo or a great man so long as he sets m the grrndcr, return to Baxter I soil of the East.
In less than five hun- that no steam could give. Trees flew by father's gardener.
"Y cs, miss, th em's
held his peace: "This man might have s~rcct, where they pack. together-someclred years after the establishment of like spectres. Looking ahead down the
the orders."
"Why, it'll spoil our tenbeen a councillor of State till he spoke; h~1es n_early a doze~ m a small roo_m, their political independcllce, the civiliza- narrow thread-like flume it seemed like
nis grounds!"
"Can't help it miss. Your
but having spoken, not the beadle of a with nc1t!1er_firenor lights. Th_cIt~l!an tion of the Greeks, the Roman~, and the a plunge to clcstrnction.
Several times pa says he's bound to have this plot laid
ward." Lord Lytton tells the story of a can sustam life under extreme pnvat10ns, Arabs, had developed its fairest flowers- the flume carried us over a high trestle.
out for horticulture, not husbandry."
groom married to a rich lady, and iu and he sc_ems content to sleep on tho mdustry, commercial activity, art, lib- It seemed like leaping over a precipice.
CAUGHT HIM.
consequent trepidation of being ridiculed floor and ilvc on what he c:in pick up.
era! education, flourishing schuoh of Smalley hclll his breath, but the little
There was a yonng woman of Ishing,
by the guest in his new home. An Oxphil<isophy, poetry, and natural science. yacM jumped it through the air apparWho went for a husband a-fishing,
font clergyman gave him this advice: A Curious Kans:n Law in Uegard to Five hundred years after the triu1n1il1 of cntly with a swish. Curvc5 would ~how
She baited her hook
"W
bl k
Murderers,
h
With a pocket-book,
The rudder wheel I
t car " a Th ac coat, and hold your
The most curious law iu the United the Gothic conquerors •ve
• find thci·r· cm- t emselves ahead.
And caught just the man she was wishing.
was
soon consid- States dealing with punishment of mur- pires 00 roanin <Yunder a concentration of would
eongue.
d ti
t e groom
ti
I
cl squeak on either side, and the
0
re
1e mos ger: cman y person iu the
all scourges.
The day-star of civihza- goo sh.ip would rouau the curve like a
Care ofthe Teeth.
country. Silence is an excellent foil for derers exists in Kansas. The Legislature tion had set in utter nioo-ht·, the 11r,,ud flash. Sometimes an unevenness in the
The teeth should be brushed twice a
t•
A l
h
in 1872 passed a bill which J)roviclcd that
fl
10n. d rc Jever
makes is any person convicted of murder in the nations of the West had suiiJ,, 1.n poverty,
umc would occur, aud then, as the craft
day. The proper time is on risino- in tl:re
tconversa
Ik f
f Ipcrnon
l
a • nr more e 1g 1t u )y interposing
bigotry, general ioo-norancc, cruel abase- ~ped over it, the spray would rise fifty morning a1:d on retiring lit night.
In
occasional flashes of silence, as Sydney first degree should be sent to the peniten- ment of the lower classes, squalid misery feet in the air.
the morning a wash may be used. Brush
Smith said l.lfacaulay did on his return tiary, there to remain until the governor of domestic life, systematic suppression
"'Keep on your hats!' shouted Patton;
gently over the crowns of the teeth
from India.-Qui·oer.
of the state signed a warrant for and of political, personal, and intellectual then, as we struck a straight five-mile Thi.9 removes any mucous that hM col~
fixeel the date of his execution. Thill
stretch, 'Now hold on to yom- teeth.,
lected during the night and leaves the
An-rccablyl) s·1ppointed
was· a fearful responsibility to place upon liberty.
"And a;e you glad t~ see me,Bobbyt"
the executive, who would hesitate before
-------"I don't exactly know what the next mouth in a refreshing condition.
Just
asked the bbhop, on his semi-annual villit being directly responsible for the death
Man Enters.
sensation was, but I tried to peep out before retiring a tooth powder sh.ould be
th
Conscious cannibalism is by no means frt)m under the rim of my hat, and, my emdloyecl and particles of food lodged
tn c parish.
of any man, no matter how hcine,us his confined to the l<,eeje~ islands. The Rio soul, it wa.~all a blur-trees,
rocks, landbetween the teeth removed, which, when
"Oh,
yes,"
said
Bobby,
"be- I crime.
The responsibility was shifted Virgen tr:bJs of the Arancanos In lians scape, were all mingled in an indistincame we always hJ~vueta good dinner I from the jury or court, to which it prop- on the northern coast of Chili, do no~ guishable mass.
It was as :f one Wll.'I left for several hours, result in the fermentation of an acid, which causes
when you come.
I didn't expect ' erly belonged. That law is still in force, hcsit-ttc, in haru winter, to keep the pot blown through the air from a catapult.
softening of the too. -st:ucture, and
you."
I and the result has been that thn Kansas b ·1· b
o:
mg
Y
slicing
up
a
few
of
their
su"Well,
from
the
time
we
wciglied
anth~s promote~ decay.
After eating, a
"No."
penitentiary is crowded with murderers,
rfi
I t·
h
t L I Tb
'·No. I thought you'd go somewhere I as no governor would order their cxccu- pe uous re a ivcs i and Dr. Nachtigal i9 c or up a ace a oc until Patton put qmll tooth-pick and floss silk should be
1
positive that the co4ntry north a:id east on hi.9 brakes just outside the lumber field
for removing the debri.9.-.Dr.
Gil,
tlsc, 'cai~sc ma said yesterday that it was tion.
Forty-one convicted murderers, of the Congo is swarming with two- :it Carson City it seemed like a minute or
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about tune some other member of tho 1 four of whom are women, could be hung !cz 0c,ed man-caters. 'rhe Dyaks of Bor- tw 0 w
11 I k cl
church o.!:ered to entertain you. ''-N. Y. / any clay b..- order of t:i\.co-overnor. Some
~
•
e a 00 -e at our watches.
u
,
o
neo,
who
!!'ather
skuil•
as
our
red
men
We
had
made
J 11st
· eig
· lt
uun.
_______
of their crimes' arc unparalleled in the
~
'
.
'
• sixtec
• 11 mi·1cs 10
1
used to gather scalps, now and then eat a mmutcs and forty seconds.
I never in
n1c
R,1bbit as u S1rnculator.
annals of cold-blooded
assassination. pcrsor:al enemy a~ a matter of hygienic all my life had such an illnstrat
of the
1011
A sagacious rabbit oaee bought a One of these days, unless that strange prccaut.on, on the theory that the wizard force of water."
tciung wolf for a trifling sum, and de- i law is repealed, there will l'C a grand spcllq of the dead man's relatives <'an
•
t ournamcn t m
• K an~as.
'l'h e thu, be rendered ineffectual. Sparodie
T'nc _c1·t Y o f JJ..1ex1co
• h1l.Sfifty bakericb
tem1ir.ed to raise him; but when the , h angrng
b
t
i\·olf ccamc big anu strong he waited s a t C WI"ll cIect n governor PeI d ge d t on ·d cases of cannibalism occur in every East an d 1,o_08 PIac_esf or the sale of intoxi.:ill Thanksgiving Day anu then killeil t1-e
l commumty
• of a b an d of cut-throats.
Indian famine. The nations of Europe I t ans,
t
me l udrn~ 817 shops where tho
;he rabbit and <lined on the carcas,.
/ It may be statc<l that the bw was a neat alone are in that respect total abstainers,
popular pu~que 1s snlcl. This beverage
l.\'Ioral.-This fable teaches the inso- , bit of strategy on the part of the oppo- at present at least, for. R,man traditions
has about tac same potency as lager beer I
• o f lorc1gn
• •
•
:urity
investments, an cl inti- • ncnts of capi·t a l pums• Irn1ent • It seems date hack to a t1nw
whc 11the L::c;try-• and 1· iegar cled as a tonic· and blooJ'
1
lrntes that the he that hatches out a thus far to have fultillccl the c:·pcctations goncs of sou:hern Italy kept spccilllstocktnaker.
______
rtrnnge egg is liable to obtain an :W.• of those who desired to see hanrri1w yards for fattening theu- prisoner -of
3
~al
wld.-Li+-e.
played out.-Oincinnati
Inizu-irer. " ,..
Dr .,
Always pronounced wrong, even by the
v•
war.• Urwaw,.
best scholars--Wrong.
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A t cmperance missionary in GIM<YOlf
left a few tracts with a young wo:ma
one morning.
C u·
h a mg at th e ~ame house the next clay,
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~
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CURES AND PREVENTS

Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza.
Inflammations, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Asthma.
DIFFICULT
BREATH INC.
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A letter from California to the St.
Louis Glcbe-JJe=crat says:
Lucky
A Ring of Death.
Baldwin's possession from the control of
-Laose toe noo:- gcnc,1y,
A_writer in the New York Sun says:
And bridle the breath;
mines on the Comstock have gradually
I've one of m.y hea.dachesSpain is not in v:.in the land of poetical
l'm sick unto dca.th."
Yertisement need any one SU~'FER WITH PAIN.
grown until now he has a half a dozen
Rarhvo.y's
U.ea.,ty Rellofis
a ~nre Cure ro
superstition and supernatural warnings,
"'{~~;:~eu;r:~~~t':~~1:ii~e;
Evr.iry Pain, l"oipr1tins, Brni~es. Pains iu
great enterprises under full head way.
I've 8ome in my pocket
and some of the accidents bearing on the
the i::~k~,i~~tc:~.dri~i:i!:~oJ.~
n·tLa
He owns the largest and fines~ hotel in
I'll warrant to cure."
l'AIN
RE!UEDY
death of King Alfonso have been of a Dr, Pierce's "Plea.sa.nt Purgative Pellets"
San Francieeo, with the sing!e exception
ThAt Instantly •tops th~ most excruciating pafntt;;
&re both preventive
u.nd curative.
nature to intensify the belief in fatality
alla.vs inflammation, and cures Couc-estions. whether
of the Palace, and which contains a theof the Lungs, Stoma.ch. Bowels. or other glands or
and superhuman agencies. Last year The English sparrow hu.s crossed the contiorgans by one appJica.Lion.
A half to a teaspoonful in half a tumbler o! wa~
atre within it. He has a fine summer
lCnt 1md appears in ful, force in California.
when Don Alfonso visited Aranjuez to
m~~~ah,fcHe:::.lti~~~q ~!:"rev~fsa.~~ .. it::m:ss:~
hotel un Lake Tahoe, and he has shrewdTbonsa.nds ot cures follow the use of Dr.
encourage by his presence the cholera
r~~~7~:~~!'if?InPetn"!Pg;,1nf.ysentery,
Colic, Flatu.
Sll.lle'5 Catarrh Remedy. 50 cents.
ly bought up a large strip of the shore of
patients, he uinecl at the royal residence
Malaria
in Its Various Forms.
this beautiful lake, which in a few years
1
with his suite. During the first course Shakespeare's tomb was visite l during lhe
CU~~:1:rna°i!J' x:~:~~1 :ri8~t~1\!
r ~:~~iJ~~~~,i~
will be sought after for villa sites. Finand other fevers. aided bv UAJHVAY•S
PILLS.
one of the guests rose and craved permis- la.st year by no fewer than H,000 persons.
ally, he owns the great Santa Anita ranch,
II0.,'\1~~kc":JfsA~!~:..-r:~.1tg;,j~·f,1<;i~~•!~1~ia.
sion to withdraw.
On being interroSomethln11: Abont Catarrh.
near Los Angeles the breeding place of
A great many pe.ople are afflicted with Cngated, he with imprudent frankness, exDR. RADWAY'S
the string of swift-footed flyers with
plained that they had sat down thirteen, ;tarrh who do not know what a.ils them ; and a
!grea.t many more continue sufl'erers who
which he goes East to contest for the
and that he deemed it better for one to might be cured.
prizes on the chief racing circuits, and
Thicken1ngof the membrane which lines the
retire. The King laughingly bade all
The Great Bloocl Purifier,
one of the best general fruit and stock
For the Cure of all Chronic
Dl8ea,es.
present remain; then turning gay ly to nasal passages, thus making breathing di1ll.'cult; a. discharge from the nostrils, more or
Chronic Rheumatism,
ScrofulA. S_vphilitlc Comranches in the State.
This pr;ncely
plaint.s. etc. {see our book on Venereal, etc.; price 25
the Duke of Castillejos, a son of Marshal less copious, watery or thick, according to the
0
domain extends fourteen miles cast and
~1:i~Jro~!alW~J~~n~:'"fR!~Jin:agf\~
fJ~g~,
8~~
Prim, told him to take down the names stage of the disea.50 ; a sense of fullneS!! in the
pepsia. Water Bra.sh, White SwPllings, Tumors, Pimwest and twelve miles north and south,
¥]-es, Blotches, Eruptions of the }'ace. Ulcers, Hip
of all the guests, so as to be able to veri- head; a constant inclinatien to spit; and, in
8
advanced cases, a. dropping of intensely dis57
and embraces 58,000 acres. Ile shears
e~f~:~edo~~~~~f:;>ii,
b~~g~~~;
Kl~!~;.u1Jila~de~
fy the truth of the prediction, adding:
!~ver Complaints. etc.
thousands of sheep every year, raise3 ''I am curious to know which of then, gUsting matter in 1o the throat, are a few of the
prominent symptoms of Catarrh.
wheat enough to charter entire, ships for will die first!"
Deafness, in.flamed eyes,neura.lgic pains, sore
throat and a, loss of sense ot smell, are very
conveying it to Liverpool, and makes
Of the thirteen he was the only on<> otten caused by Catarrh.
more brandy than any one else in the who did not servive the year.
All these troubles are cured by Pisa's RemeState, besides turning out a large quantiOn the occasion of his first marriage dy for CatatTh, Relief is had immedia.tely
after beginning it.9 use, but itis importa.nt that
ty of wine.
with his cousin Mercedes, the daughter
The men who are boarded on the ranch of the Duke of Montpensiei-, he had pre- it be continued without intermission until the
catarrhal virus is expelled from the system
get $1 a day, and the few Chinese who sented to her a simple little ring among and healthy secretions replace the diseased
action of the mucous membrane.
Manifestly
remain-not over a dozen, all told-get
all the sumptuous gems of the corberlle. it is unreasonable to expect a cure in a short
DR. RADWAY'S PILLS
$1 a day and board themselves. What
The bride placed it on her finger and time of a disease that has been progressing for
The Great Liver and Stomach Remedy
adds to the likeness to the Southern never after that day rcmovccl it. At her months or years.
For the cure of all di~oriters of the Stomach, Liver,
Bowels, Ki<lnev;., BladJer, Nervons Diseases, Losa
plantation is the appearance of young
This question of time is provided for in the
of Appetite, Headache, C.lRti\·eness, Indigestion,
death the young widower took the ring putting up of Pis o's Remedy for Catarrh. It is
Biliousness, Fever, Inflammation
of the Bowels,
darkies driving carts or herding stock.
Piles, and all dera.ngtme:its of the iuternal viscerl\.
and gave it as a souvenir to the Dow- llO concentrated that a very small dose is
Purely vegetable, containing no mercury, mineraJ.a
These are members of a colony of North
1
8
ager Queen Christine, his grandmother. directed. '.rhe quantity in one package is suforp~~:isi~~ ~t~r~1Ji.box. Sold by all druggisla.
Carolina negroes whom Baldwin brought She only lived ,i short time, and the ficient for a long treatment, consequently t.he
out here from their old homes two years trinket passed into the hands of the In- expense is a mere trifle, 0and there is no excuse
fr :if!:edt
l~'!~t!~~~f;;:
ago. He paid their fares and made a fanta Amelia del Pilar, sister of the King, tai~~1ie1;, ~g~ ~~.:':a1s
Dr. Rndway'11
PiHfJ are a cure for this com ..
cation of Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh.
The
Jla.int. Tll,ey restore strength to the stomach and
contract with them to work for him who died a very few days after receiving comfort to be got from it in this way is worth
1
:1t~~:pi!pt~a~~~~°r1"~a~~1~ ~~t~1t:emTtt~ li~hlli\~~,
many times the cost.
for a term of years. Ile built them it from her brother. For the third time
the system to contra.ct diseases. Take the medicine.
'l'he following, letters are specimens of those
according- to directions, l\nd obaerve w.hat we say iii
neat houses, and here arc installed tho the ring was returned to Don Alfonso, ~~~\;~e'i':!:ii 1;f0t:~~~1{~g to the worth of
"'Fl\l&P.and True" rospectinK diet.
r;:r-3end a letter stamp to DR. RAD,VAY
&
ten families comprising about sixty mem- who, at her wish, gava it to his sister~0-, No. 32 Warren
Stroet,
Nc,v York, for
Ta.l~e and True . .,
Pisa',. Remef~1~:~!~;rh~s
rirntg 2!;;~~r3
•••Be auro to a-ct RADW A Y•II.
bers. They have made excellent hands in-law, Christina, second daughter of for me. I believe it will cure any case of Cain the field and the orchard, because the the Duke de llfontpensier. ThTcc months tarrh, ~~el"'JoH:&isrii?,
1Jr1~i1~ond
St.
women and children can be counte:l on afterward she too had ceased to exist.
SPRING HILL, "\V. Ya., Oct. 20, 1885.
for good work in cultivating and pick- The King asked for the ring and some- Pi~g,~iosR:;:ty o~~:01b8;.rJ~;h~wo ./11aec\~g:~r!
ing fruit.
perfect satiswhat mournfully decided to wear it him- packa::::e, reeeived in June, gave
GILL MESSER.
The man who ha3 charge of all the self. After his death, when his jewels factiofi.
HARTFORD MILLS, N.Y .. .A.ug. 8,1885.
practical details of this huge place is J. and possessions were collected, the fatal
I have used a, little over half a, package of
F. ~,ulby, a shrewd, energetic -Californian, circlet w:is r~co:;nized, nnd it wai:remem- Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh, and it has helped
me more than any of the different medicines I
who knows wheat growing and fruit cul- bered that each of the five persons who have used. I teel confident that it will cure
Cnres Cons11n1ptlon, Colds, Pncu111nnln, 1..
ture so thoroughly that he is a terror to had possessed it had succumbed in a me.
I can and do recommend it to others who
fluenza,
Uronchinl
Dimrnltle ◄, Uronchitl.9,
with that cliseMe.
all incompetent haucls, and who keeps brief periocl-two Queens, two Princesses, are troubled _____
t•;~!~-h~:~~~;..111'1~~!~~':;'s
of[h~1fire;~~•i«:i•;t/;~'!
RE_v_.
A. DAMON.
,r:anP!I.
Jtsoot:1cs
and hr-n.rs t,.o ,lle nbrftne of
his small army of workmen under regular and a King. It was considered with
the
Lnng!'il,
tnfln.metl
nnd
J)Oi~Oncd by the disA Cure of Pnenmonla.
ease, and prevents
the night
Jj\ven.ts u.nd
military discipline. Judged by thcreMr, D. H. Barnaby, of Owego, N. Y., ga,ys
tlghtnctit"I
a.cross the ,·h st ·which 1ucon1pnny
superstitious terror as endowed with baleIt. (;o••.-.um11tion
is not an ln~nrablo
malady.
tha.t
his
daughter
was
ta.ken
with
a.
violent
sults, his management is the best of any ful power, and in order to appease the
HALJ•S
BAL:-iA!l'l will curo
you, even
cold which terminated with pneumonia, and
though 1,rnte.!,sional nid fulls.
that I saw in the rnuthcrn country.
all
the
best
physicians
gave
the
case
up
a.nd
malefice it was offered up at the shrine of
The wine ccllcr is always an object of the Madonna proteetress of the city of said she could live but a few hours at most. She
was in this condition when a friend recomendcuriosity to the average tourist, but even Madrid; but even then, instead of slip- ed DR. WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS,
though one enjoy3 the companionship of ping it on the finger of the statue of the and advised her to try it. She accepted it 8:5
a. last resort, and was surprised to find tha.t it
orRESUIUtECTION
PLA.NT.
the manager and the hospitality of the virgin, it was suspended round her neC'k produced a marked cha.nge for the better, and
[The sacred plant of Mexlco.J
by persevering a, permanent cure_was efl'ected.
ranch, it is very dangerous to sample with a ribbon.
This greatest marvel of the vegetable kingdom
derives Its name from the fact that it can at will be
California wines.
There is so much
A !Uost Liberal
Offer?
deprived of its vitality, the pla11t assuming a withTHE VOLTAIC BEL'r Co., Ma.rsha.11. Mich.
1
11
strength in the juice of these lusty grapes, Hoo'king a. Broken Submarine Cable. offer
~~~/~\~i,tp
~~fcf~~a~~ctin
tie ~~~~t~~~~ \~ if~ ~ or~~i
to send their Uelebrn.ted VOLTAIC BRLTS
1
1
11
ElecLric Appliances on thirty du.ys' trial
jg;1~/~!
e:~l>,~ll~i'-~~e~i~;l~\;~
c1,;::::,:;. u1r~,
1~rfda~fin~
even when mellow with age, that unless
The ends of broken submarine telegraph ancl
to a.ny mn.n afflicted with Nervous Debility,
ple instruc-tion,; how to plant and ca.Pe for lt. Single
one is a seasoned vessel the chunecs arc cables arc picked up with an instrument Loss of Vitality. Manhood, &C'. Illustrated
plan ti-, po~Lpaid, 35 cents; or four lor $1. Also ttll
varieties Mexican Cactus; one rare specimen, 25
w:r~r~e:~~
~~~e'.'"rt1cucent~. or five assorted plants SI post paid. AU.dress
that he will be overcome before he know3 calle<l a grapnel iron.
It is a stout bar
ltle:xlcan
Plant
& See<l Co.,
it. The ceilar is piled high w:th them of iron about two feet long, with five
If you feel as though water was gathering
San Antonio,
Texa,;.
around the heart, heart dropsy. or have he~rt
ten years old. A.11th l latest machinery prongs or hooks about six inches long at
0
~~ffo'::::Ni~•
s~~})i~t~~~~~
te!~t'.'
t~~e,;'~lte:i>~~
for distilling is here, and the place is in one end and a swivel at the other. A Kilmcr's OCEAN-\\ 7 1.<:ED
regulates, corrects and
eharg•i of a French expert, of life-long rope long enough to lower this grapnel cures.
If a, cough disturbs
your sleep, take Pisa's
experience in wine and brandy making in iron to the bottom of the ocean is at- cure
ARCHER
& PANCOAST
for L:onsumpt1on and l'!'St well.
:bfarmfacturing Co., 12 \Vest St1·eet, Boston,
his native country.
tachcd to the swi vcl, and the iron is
1nvlle your a! teutiou to their line o~
.FOR RAT~ lor u.uVt,l'lltill.J);
in lllls pnµer,
aµplj' to tb.'l
After one has seen the orange groves, then dragged along on the bottom by a Pnl,Jb.her.
FlN
H:
GA~
FlXTURES
N E T,vcntY•lltree
IN BRASS and WROUGHT IRON of the Latest Designs. Andiron~, i'f>-Hdf'l'S, and Fire ~ets, Tab1cs and
the orchards, vineyards, and the other steamer, which steers directly across the
Ji:aslesin Lras~, Candlesticks, Sconces,Lamps, etc., etc.
W. L. IHELAND, Manager.
features of the home place, lrn is prepared place where the broken cable lies, and
to extend his obscrva'.ions to the great two or three miles, as near as may be,
Are quickly given to eYery part of the body by Hood's
wheat and sheep ranches on the Santa from the broken encl. By means of two Sarsaparma. That ttred fet!llag is entirely overcome.
Anita. You may drive for miles through wires, which run down the rope and a The blood ts purified, enriched and Tit.alized, and carries health instead or diso1se to every organ.
The
fields wher.i the whc,it is now knee high simple device on the grapnel iron, au domac.:h is toned and strengthe:ned, the appetite reand shows an even stand which would electric circuit ii completed whenever stored. The kidneys and liver are rou-;ed and invigorated.. The bnin is refreshed, tte mind made clear and
delight the eye of a Dakot:i whc,tt grow- the hook catches on anything and a bell ready ror work. Tlli! whole system Is built up anti reer. DeyonJ the whc1t farm the visitor 011 board the ship begins to ring, and juvenated by this peculiar medicine.
Sarsaparilla. has clone men great llf>alof good.
comes to the Puento sheep ranch, com- continues to do so until the strain on It "Hood's
has bnllt up my general health, given me a regular
prises about 30,000 acre., of g cntl Y roll- the hook is relieved. If the hook should appetite, and made me full of nrw lire und. energy
sores on my tace with whlclt l have suffered many.
ing foothill land reaching back to the catch on a rock the strain on a dynam- The
year~ are :tlso much l){'ttcr. "-.MJ.ttl
A-rKtti::sON"1 Summountains. The old Scotchman, named ometcr attachccl to the drag-rope surl- merile hi. Pa.
"My son suffer!:'d from ~pr n~ debility an~ los;; or apCameron, who has cared for sheep all hi, denly increases, and the strain when petite, and was Tebtored to health as SQUU ns hr br,gan
life, gomg from Scotlancl to Nc1v Z:aland the cable is hooked gradually increases. to take our favorite medicine, llood's Sa.rsnp mll,\. \Ve
and from New Zealand coming here. He A ship may have to steam across the recommend it to all our f1ientl&.''-Mr,s. 'fH.A.Ui.. E.
Sx.nn, Sclptovtlle, 1'.,• Y •
is a man of wide information, :ind he line of a cable manv times before success
Hood's Sarsi'lparilla
seemed liked an anachronism in this free is attained.
When· the cable is hooked
Sold by all drug:;:lsts. $1; six for$;. Pr epo.red only by
\nxmLtT/Uv)(,,.lJ/~U
D.&c.1Y.
and easy California life, for he aJheres the end is brought on board the ship c. I. HOOD&. GO., Apothercaries, Lowell, lJass.
llifeexperieace.
Rernarl!ahle and qutck cure ■• Tri11,Ipa~
&&:et. Con,uliation and Books by mnil FREE.
A.dflreu
to the Calvinism in which he was bred. and a dispatch sent to the office on shore
100 Doses One Dollar.
Or. WARD&. CO .. LOUISIANA,JI.O.
An cxa~plc of the rigid insistence upon to test that p:irt of the cable. The end
AMO;,j'!'H TOCANVA&; andtakAI
or,tflrt! tnr II own·• PA"IKN'I' Au rn:ir•
his creed was furnished last summer is then buoyetl :iud sent adrift until the
i\8Llt
f'.::I.IDISO \Vnrnow
~CR&KNS.
11.-st SCIIIILL! goort• c,-er .offered W
when Bald win had a party of friends at other end is secured. When this is done
l\~('1113.
"l't>rlll$ .11H.l outtH
YRfl&.
•
lll(HI~
P JIP\\K.'t'..l'••.
J\11),(ll~UL.,;\1-,.
the ranch. The supply of meat rn\l out a new JJiecc of c:iblc is spliced in beand the millionaire sent over to old Cam- tween the two ends and after a thoreron to slaughter four sheep. The an- ough testing the whole is lowered overswer was returned in broad Scotch: . board.-.New Yor!c Sun.
"There will be na killing of the sheep on
Room to Rent.
the Sawbnth," and Baldwin had to send
to town for his meat.
"Had a terrible shock this mawnin',
Ba'dwin is enzaged in splitting up a Awthaw. Met a low fellow who asked
portion of the ranch into small tracts of me if I had rooms to rent; actually took
from twenty acres upward and selling me for a begg,wly landlord."
them to Los Angeles people for summer
"Oh, uo, Percy. I daresay he only
villas and to Eastern people who wish a meant to insinuate that you had an
winter home in one of the most beautiful
iv.£.A.FLLIN
Magazine
Rifle.
empty head."
For large or smalJ g■ m.e-alJ 1w1.
The 1t.rong,ut ,ho.ti•,:
rifl• m';ri•. .l"erft.,''valleys of southera O:ilifornia. A rail'•Do you think so1 Quite a relief, Insaccuracy gu1m1.nlttcl,
:i.nd 1.h• only ftbftolu~ly 1Afe rifle on th& :mA.rlu.~.
BALl,ARD
GALLERY, fPORTING .A!iD TA.RGJ!:T RIFLES. world ?t·uw11tit, bend
road will be completed through the suah vou. So awful to suspect that I
lllost1akd ca1a10,...,
l'll.A.RLIN
.trll.£
.A.Jtlll!-\ cio .. New llave11., Conn.
tanch this fall, and then one may reach
Lhe city oi Los Angeles iu fifteen min- looked like a low landloarc1."-Oall.
0
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At Donnell Building,
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SEASONABLE
DELICACIES.

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

CRAND

Portland.

Commencing
Monday morning with
a cut of 20 per cent. from former
prices on our enormous
line of

A FEWPLAINTRUTHS.

Egg shells will settle coffee as surely as
eggs, but they do not impart the richness
and flavor.
In warm weather, refrigerator closets
should be washed with soda and cold water once or twice a week.
Pails and all vessels used in chambers
should be rinsed thoroughly in cold water,
never in hot or lukewarm.
Stale lard can be made sweet by bring-

ing to a boil, with slices of cold raw potaBabyCarria[es/
Straw
Matlin[,
toes thrown in. The impurities will rise
at the top and can be skimmed off.
If one quart of milk is set in a cool place
for twenty-four hours, it will yield enough
cream, well whipt with a Dover egg beat-

COTTAGE
FURNITUREi
Among which wt shall offer Imported Vienna
Cba!l"s and Rockers
for
Piazzas.

BAKED OMELET.-Boil a pint of milk,
melt in it one teaspoonful each of butter
and salt. Stir in a tablespoonful of flour,
rubbed smooth in cold milk; pou1· this uphave ~een beaten
011 seven eggs which
three or four minutes, and stir fast until
well mixed. Pour the omelet into a hot
buttered dish that ""ill hold a quart. Bake
twenty minutes in a hot oven until it has
risen up very light, and is of a rich brown
color, and send it directly to the table from
the oven.
MIXCED EGG.-Boil three eggs ten minutes, chop the ·whites fine, add three tablespoonfuls of milk, one teaspoonful of flour,
butter the size of an egg, pepper and salt.
Cook until thick, serve 011 buttered toast.
and press the yolks through a sieve over
the whole.

I

C

for Infants

0
If p

I

and Children.

°Castorfaissowelladantedtochildrenthat
[recommend); as superio; to any prescription
knowu to me.
H. A. Aacmm, M.D.,
111So, Oll.fordSt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
~~ ~~~~~i;Pv~~rrJ~~: !,'tt~;~~~t,es digestion,
Without il:Jjuriousmedication.
Tim CENTAUR COtllP.L,;y,
182Fulton Street, N. Y.

er, to furnish ten cups strong coffee.
DELICIOUS PvDDIXG.-Peel
and slice
Pulverized borax, sprinkled on shelves
and in corners of store-closets, is a safe- five sweet oran_ges, remo,·e_ the seed,'. and
guard from ants. If puh·erized borax is cut the slices 1:1to four pieces: spnnkl_e
• d wit• I1 p ersian
•
suga1.
1111xe
pow d er, ti1e po"· d ei· 1 over them half a cupful
. . of white
. .
.
will be more effective.
Heat one pint of milk to boiling pornt.
Cold ,rntcr and plenty of it, properly ap- Beat the yolks of three eggs. and add to
plieC:, with a fair amount of soap or pearl- the'.n one _tablespoonful of ~ornstarch
and all kinds of
ine, is the best thing to clean a kitchen m?1stened with one tables~~onful ?f cold
floor. The regulation '·boiler suds" is apt milk;. add_ th1 s to th e ?oilrng milk, ai?d
to make a kitchen floor greasy.
whe~ 1t thickens, pour 1t ove: the fr_u1t.
Feather beds and pillows would be very Let 1t cool,_ then spread 0Yer it the "ellRattan
{;hairs,
much fr(lJhened and lightened if left out beaten whites of the eggs, sweetened.
in a drenching rain every spring; they Sprinkle over this grated or dessicated coWillow
{;)1ai1--s. should then be exposed to the sun and air coanut. It may be browned if preferred,
but is nice without.
Splint or Basket Bottom Chairs
and on every side until perfectly drJ'·
Oilcloths should never be wa$hed in hot
RHUBARBSAUCE.-After the talks are
Rockers.
Oil stoves for the million.
soapsuds; they should first be washed. washed, cut them into bits three-quarters
Stock ~II ir. price, $2.50 to $20.00.
clean with cold "·ater, then rubbed dry/ of an inch long with a sharp knife, withIt is a well-known fact thnt mo'-t of th<'
vVe have agreed to handle
1700
of
Jlnr~e and Cuttle Pow,lrr i::.nlriin thi" C'o1111with a cloth wet in milk. The same treat-1 out j>eelin![. This is an impro,·ement
on
1~~-1i;f~':},.\'~'i\~\~\~i~'.
}~;·w\1r~\-~~~>l;ii~1\eg~~;:11~
these :stoves this season
and
conse- ment applies to a stone or slate hearth.
the old-fashioned way of stripping the
Nothing
on J~a.1·th will 1nake ht-n.;;;,
qL1ently will sell them awful
low to
lay like Sheridan's
Conditinn
PowTo preserYe goods from moths, do not stalks; the pieces keep in better shape.
der.
l)l)St•. one te:1spoonfnl ro l':leh pint nt
food. It will :il~o ro~itiv<.'lv 1>revPnt
an 1 t..•ni.·.e 11.,:..-4'lloln:1. tXr. :,;")d f'Vrrywht'r<'. orhPllt by mail fnr2f.(•. in
place this number
for cash or 1-4 use camphor in any form. Pieces of tar Sugar should be put on directly, and a
1
1 11
~r~;~iislri: 'J
~~x• ~(~t[0~,
~i~~s~l.:tO.
paper laid in f~r boxe~ and in clos~ts are a1· very little water.
Grate orange or lemon
CHICKEN CHOLERA, ~/;~~\',~~s
down and balance $r .oo per week.
better
protect1011.
Five
cents
will
buy
peel
upon
it,
and
bring
to
a
boil.
It
will
\Vrite for catalogue and price.
Satenough to equip all the packing boxes and cook in a very few minutes.
isfaction guaranteed·
closets of a large house for a year.
Ginghams and prints will keep their
Cs\BBAGE SALAD.-Chop
or cut one
color better if washed in water thickened I small cabbage fine, leal'lng out the stem;
IN OUR
with flour starch. Flour is very cleansing i put in brine two_ hours. then drai~. Beat
CARPET
DEPARTMENT
and will do the work of soap in one or two two egg~, all<l st _ir _on t_he st ove, ""'.th one
th1ckens. and is scaldwe shall offer for a few days a nice washings in the starch water. This, with' I ~up of nnegar, _t,_llit
the rinsing, will be sufficient, and the mg, but not boil mg hot. Then add oneline of
goods will look fresher than if washed and I quarter of a cupful of butter, one tableC. H. Lncas wishPs to inform the public thnt he is prep,ued to furnish
starched in the old fashioned wav.
j spoonful of made mustard, and one tea- anything in his linP. at Boston prices, as he cx:chnng,.3 :rood, 1nanufat:tnretl by
himself
for goods in the \Vatch and Jewelry
Ji11P. which enables hi,u to glve
A fine frosting can be made of one cup spoonful of sugar. \\-hen cold, mix with
at 57 r-2 cents per -yard.
Special
better prices than ever. Just co11sidt,r some .of our prices.
granulated sugar and one-fourth cup milk, th e cabbage.
price!> on all grades of Tapestry,
Body
without either egg or gelatine. Method.MARY \VIXCHESTER.
We will SP.JIWm. Ellery 11 jcwellc<l k<'y winding \Vatchc;,, 3-ounce silver case.
Brussels,
Velvet
and Cotton
and Stir sugar into 1nilk over a slo\\· fire till it
---~-. --.
for $12.00.
Rroarlwny i jewC'IIPd in silver ea,P, for $8.00-nick<'l case .SG.50. Xo.
\Vool Carpds.
We show the largest
Xo. 13 Elgin. in aboils; boil five minutes without stirring; I A correspondent of a ne1ghbonng
ex- 7 Elgin: 7 jPWPI~, in nickel ease for 8G.ii0, in ,ilver ca,<' SR.00.
Ho(okford. II,unpd<'11, :llJcl Illinois Watch Co.·s at
"I greatly ounce silver case for $12.00.
line of best selected
Carpets
east of remove from fire; set sauce-pan in cold change writes thus sensibly:
proportionntPJ_v low pricefi.
Knights of Ltoor Pi11, from :1,i eents to $2.00.
We
Boston and New York, at prices that water or on ice while you stir it to a object to a faded print dress, and if so un- also have a fi1w line of Knive$. Forks and Spoo111=;
at tlw following price~:
crea,~.
Spread
~
11 cake while it will run.' fortunate as to get hold of such, I starch
KXlVES-Rogers'
IlPst, $4.00; 2d, $:l.50. ShetliP!tl, 82.00 • Stan<lanl Silver
insure quick sales.
'
The advantages of this frosting are that it the ski'.·t stiff and use it for a petticoat and Plate Co .. $2.50.
I
FORKS-Rogers'
A 1, $6.00; Wallace Brnthers·, $1.00; Standard
Silver PbLte
will keep longer than the egg or gelatine the waist for a dust rag, but I generally
Co., 3.50.
New Perfection
• frosting, and it "·ill cut without breaking I buy gingham.
There is not much differSPOO~S-Tea.
~~-00 pH tloz<'n; Desert, $1.00 pC'r pair; TalJJe. $1.15 per pair.
or crumbling.
Flavored to suit the taste, ence in price, no difference in making, but
Masonic. Odd Fellow. and all othPr e111blC'111s
at low pric-e" for c-ash.
We ha,·e
I
, it is excellent.-Mrs.
Sarah De TV. Gam-' the gingham \\·ill out-wear three calicoes." a foll line of Chains, Charms, Rar pins. Pins am! Drop6, either i11plate. crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
Undoubtedly
the best in the world well, i1t Good l-/ousekeepi11g.
To make lamp chimneys look beautifulAnything- we do not liave in stock we can fnrni~h at short notieP.
an<l the only reliable
charcoal
filled
ly clean, wash them in warm soap suds, Fine
Watch Repairing
in all its branches. also Sewing Jiacluue and
IN THESICKROOM,
Refrigerator
and Chest
in the marturn scalding "·ater o,·er them, wipe dry
Jiodels built at short notice, and all kinds small J./aclzine
ket.
Price 20 per cent. under
BosTVork done ill a 'Workmanlike manner.
As a
with a soft cloth, and rub with a piece of
ton.
Come and examine the goods.
convalescent makes more rapid newspaper.
This will give a nicer polish
strides t?wards reco_very, the watchful care than can be obtained in any other way.
that dunng severe illness surrounded the \Vindows treated in the same wa v will be
sick room is apt to be too suddenly relax- found to look much nicer than if simply
Opposite the Depot,
Canton, Me.
1
ed.
The urgent necessity for close vigi- washed.
Ash Chamber
Sets,
$17 to $75
lan_ce
is
remo~,ecl,_
and
the
reaction
fro_m
/
Pine
16 to 30
If you make bouquets for the table, have
Cherry "
" marble top 45 to 125 stnct quaramrne 1s prone to lead to too htIm. " "
"
"
"
28 to 85 tie regard for the still weakened nerYes of several small ones in preference to one
f!J.flN1tON:1,
Although pleasant colossal one. Two or three blossoms with
Walnut''
"
''
"
35 to 225 the whilom sutrerer.
Crosse lie, Wayne Co., Mich. Mahogany
Chamber
Sets,
65 to 150 company and cheery conversation are ben- a few leaves. in a slender vase, is in pereficial, over excitement and weariness feet taste. Even without any flowers a SAVAGE & FARNUM, PROPRIETORS.
This 1s the largest display of Chamshould be guarded against, especially at soup plate of growing lycopodium (club
ber Sets we have ever had and is not meal times. Many a dainty repast has, moss) makes a p,·etty table decoration.
excelled by any house in this country.
been spoiled for an invalid by having its·,
.
.
consumption "assisted at" b,· several well
The meed of rnent for promotrng permeaning friends or relatives.- ~othing in- I sonal comelin~ss,_ is d_ue tor C. Ayer &
jures the appetite sooner than for the eater Co., whose Hair Vigor 1s a u111versal beauto be the center of observation of even the'. tifier of the hair. Harmless, effective, and
in Walnut,
Cherry,
Mahogany
and most kindly eyes. Kot that the iiwalid agreeable, it ranks among the indispensaOak, Elegant Line.
Bottom knockshould be compelled to take his meals ble toilet articles.
ed out of the price.
alone. There is always someone,mother, \
Ilr<'ecling of A. J.C. C. Re.gistered.
wife or sister, who can be at hand to sup-

OH

Corner
Stands,
Wall
Cabinets,
1Jve$

E

FancyCabinet
Ware.

KEHENS
LAY

I
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&REFRIGERATORS

Charles
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FURNITURE.
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lsLAND
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ply deficiencies and to keep up a lively
Parlo•-Furniture
chat that will brighten rather than fatigue
87 styles to select from, ranging
in her charge.
Above all, let distressing topics be rigorprice from $35.00
to $250.00.
\Ve
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Largest show in the country.
Write
for particulars
or come and see us.
Eggs ar~ now cheaper than the.Y, have Geo.
Rowell
Co.
Remember
we sell for Cash, or one'
fourth Down and balance by week or been at this season of the year, for many
years. Their general use is now as econ-I
Newspaper
Advertising
Bureau,
month.
omical as any food affording the same Send \';!~.rur::
ey;:~phlet.
quantity and kind of nutrition.
They j --g
vVe keep our store open every evemore than take the place of meat, as they I
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ning to accommodate
those who can- are rtcher in albuminoids
than average
not come in the day time.
Our store cuts. The fact that most people like eggs
Use the eggs_
is lighted by Electricity
and we can adds to their digestibility.
freely. This is one of the cases where a
JV'.'L. ,)J,iB.flJV'DS, Prop 'r.
show you in the evening
as well as
farmer can profitably provide a home marCcntrallv located, good attention, and terms rea
in the day time.
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our force so that buyers
can rely on
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Horses.
BERKSHIRE
All stock selected from the get of~ircs an~ dams WHITE CHESTER
of established reputation and registered m the
1

French.and A mencan stud books.
ISLAND
HOME
Is beautifully situated at the head of GRo_ssx
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1
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not familiar with the location may call at etty office,
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<\.ddress,SAVAGE & FARNUM, Detroit. Mich.
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prompt shipment.
Thanking
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& C0,1
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or all nges encl sex,
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For chronic catarrh, induced by a scrof- North
Tui--ner
House,
ulous taint, Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the true
ELIAS
KEENE,
PROP'R,
remedy. It stops catanhal discharges, reNo. Turner,
Maine.
moves the sickening odor, and never fails
to thoroughly eradicate every trace of the
disease from the blood. Sold by all <lea!Ample room and first-class accomers in medicine.
1110datioJJs.

st} ~flltt~s~
Boot & Shoe Maker.
. Over P. Ho(l~e's l)laeks111ith shop. All
k111dsof repa111ng. Custom maki110- to
measure, from Thorn as' celebrated cfif to
finest French.
Orders solieitC'cl. 3-H7
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CANTON, OXFORD

AT

COUNTY, ME.

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
One copy, one year,
$1.50.
If paid one year in advance, $r.~5.
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.

i\Irs. Sanborn of Franklin, has recov.ered
illness.
i\Ir. Leon Glover, with his mother, return to Canton the first of July. Mr.
Glover has added much to his previous
goodly store of mental cultivation.
i\Ir. M. Albert Packard is to spend his
rncation with his aunts at Jay and Frye,
and his grandmother
at Dixfield Centre.
Readers visiting Boston, who will honor
us with a call, may obtain address at office
of 'fELEPl!OXE.

a notorious liar, and the negro disliked
him. Ile was wounded a1id lay on the
de_ck, and he was the fit·st man the negro
seized to throw 0\'erboard, when he said
as loud and fast as he conlcl, "I aint dead·
don't throw me overboard;" but the neo-r~
paid 1:0 attention to wlu;t he said, but t~gg~d htm along, and was Just ready to throw
him overboard, when the commander sun er
out, "Cuff, don't throw him o,·erboard, h~
tells you he aint dead," when he replied
''.1know he say so, Massa, but he lie s~
like de debbil, I can't believe him."
Sherman.
A. Ci.:s11;,,1A)I."

JI.fr. Editor.-The
above notices I clipSHOMER.
ped from the Lewiston Journal, and I will
~No
paper discontinued
until all ar--•-say
that
I
was
formerly
personally
acrearages are paid, except at the option of l"'rittcn for the CANTON TELEP110>1E, I
quainted with Mrs. Priscilla Briggs of
the publisher.
NO'l'E3 AND COMMENTS.
Winthrop,and have received many caresses
Pape1·s promptly discontinued at expiratior. of the time paid for when so ordered·
It was my pri,·ilege to attend the Free from the esteemed lady in days that are
otherwise they will be continued.
'
past. Well do I remember her wedding,
Baptist Q.. M. at West Peru the 2d and 3d.
for it was the first wedding that I ever atADVERTISING
RATES,
The preaching services were of a high ortended.
At one time I had tweh-e uncles
der, and the social features of the occasion
and thirteen aunts, and at the present time
The testimonies
Space,
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r m 2 m 3 m 6 m r y were really enjoyable.
Mrs. Briggs is all the aunt I have left on
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13 that they had been looking on the wine
Withdraw from ours the cold and tremtesting the quality of it-the sweet,
bling hand,
;~ :: ~~ ;~ :~ ~~I~~ ~~
~~ and
new wine of the kingdom.
A certain per- And leave us sorrowful,they do not perishBUSINESS
~()TICES
in reading column and read
They yet shall greet us in -a fairer land.
ing- type, 5 cents per iinc for first inst!rtion and ·1-cts son said to me that he thought the young
per line for each subsequent insertion.
minister from Harrison placed too much
Mr. A. Cushman writes that his wife
stress on Faith.
As the Almighty
has was the daughter of Joseph Robinson of
made the word very emphatic we can find Sumner, who was a nati\'e of 1'Iassachusome excuse for the young minister from setts and a ReYolutionary
soldier, &c.
Harrison.
l\Ty friend further stated that Now, as I am unacquainted with this famwe must look to works for the world's sal- ily I would like to call on my friend SloYation. As faith is the motive power that cum and see if this Joseph Robinson's
keeps the machinery in motion it will hard- family comes under the head of the Robly do to think lightly of the power. Water inson family and early settlement of the
OUR BOSTON LETTER.
plays no mean part in the whirling of the town of Sumner that he proposed to gi,·e
wheels.
It is th~ same in the mills of the an account of about a year ago-if
he
BosTo~, June 9, 1886.
In looking through the files of an annu- gods. ,vhen faith and works are united could have space.
al publication, stored in the archives of you have a grand and a powerful breakingAll information thankfully recci,·ed.
one of our literary institutions, of a mer- u~ team. The real old Bible fait~ is the
LONGFELLOW.
can tile nature, I fell upon the rnster of the faith that has musck and usej it. The
first eight regiments of Maine Volunteers,
faith that sits humped up in the corner
as they were originally organized, and I with closed eyes and thumbs rntary is not
We feet'
neYer devoured a few pages of a book with an active, liYing faith, eddently.
Ayer's Hair \'igor keeps the hair soft
more avidity in all my life; and no pages like applauding the faith of that old man
and pliant, imparts to it the lustre and
who
used
the
means
that
was
within
his
e,·er inspired so much, that alone dealt
freshness of youth, causes it to grow
with categorical stati tics. I found names reach when the robber \\·as breaking in to
luxuriantly, eradicates Dano.ruff, cures
The ,vife
all scalp diseases, and is the most cleanfrom nearly eYery town in Oxford and appropriate his hard earnings.
of
his
bosom
urged
a
complete
surrender
ly
of all hair preparations.
Fr:rnklin counties, some of which were
well represented
by numbers, many of of the work into the hands of the Lord.
1
~~}~cY~t~fsf~~fiot·er ~He shut his
whom refreshen experiences that memory "Pa, trust in the Lord!"
nearly bald for six years, during which
had long since ceased to retain, and which teeth together with a snap like a steel trap
time I used many hair preparations, but
"·ithout success.
Indeed, "·hat little
would haYe remained in unending oblivion and shouted: "I will," and seized the pohair I had was growing thinner, until
but for the magic touch which these more ker and the result "·as that he saw the salvation of God and had something left .. for
toW1~~
::1t):i·Y
£e~J~~
than semi-sacred names imparted to my
1
a rainy day. "Trust in God and keep
~el~~~~:;'~~ c~~):ti':ai~ 0 1 .air •
consciou ness.
your powder dry."
If your powder is.
,ve are enjoying a beautiful stretch of
damp you fight a losing battle. My bo:Y,
!~1~lf~~!d~ei1~~\a~!a~~lrtr~
weather, which adds much to the e1~joyand color restored to it bv the use of
you cannot put your hand upon a man any
ments of the expectant season "·hich closer\yer's Hair Yigor. "'''J\1yhair \\'a,; tl1in,
where in all the wide ,rnrld, in any age of
fueled, and th~·, and fell out in large
ly precedes that of rncation.
the world, who ever did or ever will \\·ork
quantities.
.Ayer's Hair Vigor stoppecl
The defeat of' Home rule' for Ireland,in
the falling, an<l restored my hair to its
himself into a state of blessedness unaided
original color. As a dressing for the
the House of Parliament, the orange riots and alone. It is just as impossible for
hair, this preparation has no equal. in Ulster, are de,·elopments
in our time man to work himself, ,dthout
faith, into
Mary N. Hammond, Stillwater, l\Iiun.
which may be calculated to effect importhe kingdom, which is righteousness
and
tant results in the near future.
I~~:~~~-a~~~ ot~t~tj;~/~~;
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, as it
be prescn·e<L for an inllt>tinite periou by
The Soldiers' Exemption bill,-exemptthe use o[ Ayer's Hair Yigor.· ':""A diswould be for him to lift himself to glory
ing soldiers from civil service rules in ex- by the straps of his boots, to use a highly
ease of the scalp caused my han· to become harsh and dr.,·, and to fall out
aminations for appointment,
has awaken- poetical expression.
If man can save himfreely. Nothing I trie,l seemed to do
ed a more general interest than has any self alone there is no special need of a Same any good until I commenced using
A;ver's Hair Yigor. Three bottles of
other measure considered by our legisla- viour. It is contrary to scripture and it is
this preparation restored my hair to a
ture this season.
There are peculiar mat- contrary to all human experience.
health.,· condit:on, and it is now soft
I preand pliant. :i\ly s,~alp is cure<!, and it
ters involved in it; 8.nd that respect which sume that Bob Ingersoll is a liberal, kind
ill also free from ,laudruff. -1\irs. E. R.
so remarkably
characteri·zes the civilian's
Foss, :'.llilwaukee, \Vis.
hearted man, and a friend to the poor, but
attitude towards the soldier has been put he must be as far from the kingdom as the
to a very severe test, for the ci,·il sen·ice East is from the ·west. And he has no
Sold by Druggists and Perfumers.
reform rnles lie Yery close to e,·ery one's more conception of the righteousness of
patriotism.
The opponents of the bill ar- Christ than I have. Spiritual things are
PERFECT SAFETY, prompt action, and
gue in that strain that seems to assume spiritually discerned.
wonderful cnratiye properties, easily
I hardly think that
place Ayer's Pills at the head of the list
that the soldier \\·ill e,·er remain; and in the warmest friend of the aforesaid Bob
of popnlar remedies for Sick and NerYfact they seem to believe that all may be- will claim that he is a spiritually
minded
ons Headaches, Constipation, and all ailcome veterans, and thus annul the ciYil man. When he gets knocked stiff like Saul
ments originating in a disordered Lh-er.
service law. There is much that might be of Tarsus he will become a Paul in miniaI ha,·e been a great sufferer from
said as to the soldier's rights which are ture, and "·ill see things as they are and
Headaelte, and Ayer's Cathartic Pills
are the onlv medicine that has e,·er
born of the sacrifices they made i there are not as they look to his intellectual
and
giYen
me reiicf. One dose of these Pills
few that do not entertain them to grant carnal eye just now. By the way, there is
will quick! v mo,·e my bowels, and free
them without law. I will not reiterate in a mountain to be moYed. If there be a
pain. - William L. Pafe,
the least, but I will say this which I think person anywhere who has faith as a grain
will be understood by all, that the soldier of mustard seed I call on him to move RobAyer's
Prepared \JyDr. J. C.Ayer &Co., Lowell,Mass.
has had experiences in the vicissitudes of ert. Stand him on his head!
Upset all
Solt! by n!l Dealers in Medicine.
life, military and ciYil, which has abun- his calculations that he may cavil no more!
dantly fitted him for the duties of any poJon)!.
sition which he shall or may seek, in the
affairs of military or' civil government.
I
PERSONAL POINTS.
think it perfectly safe to say that a majority of the good people of Massachusetts ex"There lives in 'Winthrop with her son, has returned to Canton for a few months,
pect Governor Robinson to sign that bill I. E. Briggs, Priscilla, widow of the late
Priscilla Briggs was bor!1 where she will fill orders for
-not in behalf of the soldier, not to honor Isaac Briggs.
Jan. 1, 1801, and ,rns the daugh~er of Elithe past, but to brighten the sheen of pa- jah Fisher, who enlisted three times durtriotism that may be as essential in the fu- in" the ,var for Independence, and served
ne~rly six years. At tl:e age of sev~ntecn
ture as useful in the past.
It is said that the quickest time on record he was at the battle ot Bunker ll1ll and Any kind of pictures copied any size, in
helped build the works which wer_ethro\\·n
in constructing a building ,ms made upon up during the night, and so astomsh~d. the hc>r usual conscientious
and artistic manthe building, corner Essex and South Sts., British officers the follo\\'lng: 11101
n!ng. ner.
He
was
for
awhile
a
member
ot
,va?hm/?i~
this city, from the time when ground was
broken in excavating cellar (April IO), to ton's Life Guard under Capt. Caleb Gibbs.
Greene Me.,
The aboYe information was taken_ from a • Mrs. Estella C. Briggs,
Ju·ne 12, (63 days).
The building is sixty journal kept by Elijah Fisher ?unng_ th_e Agent for Greene and Canton for the celby forty feet, 78 ft. high; its outside wall war, and is now in po,sess10n ot his ebrated
P. II: S.
consumed 350,000 brick; and all this in daughter Priscilla.
a \Vonderful Remedr for
Miss Almirn Dunning of Minot village,
the midst of the most general building
is
the
daughter
of
Samuel
~unmng,
who
hades strike ever made in Boston.
The
was a soldier in the Revolut10nary army. Ladies being thus afflicted will do well
owner of this building is James Little.
MrnoT.
to call on Mrs. II. I-1. Burbank,
Canton,
The bu ilcler is a former denizen of ''II owe
My wife is a daughter of a rev~lutionary
who will furnish them with circulars
a11d
Brook Valley," Eastern Oxford, i\Ir. II. soldier and prisoner.
If she ltves _afew with the Remedy when needed.
2111.21
days
she
will
be
84-years
of
age,
ai:d
1s
the
McLaughlin.
Mr. James La,\Tence is visiting his na- youngest daughter of Jo_seph Robmso~ of
Sumner, who was a 1:at1ve of Massachutive home, ,veld, Me., where his father setts and enlisted wlule a boy at Boston,
1
Mr. John Lawrence, now resides.
The oc- on b~ard a privateer.
He used to relate
They. had been
casion of the son's visit is the father's con- the following anecdote.
upon the water but a short tune, whe_n
finement in bed in extreme sickness.
they met a British craft, _of _about theuBRIEFLETS.
own size, when a smart sk1rm1s~ ensued,
Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
in which quite a numb~1: were killed, an~ and the work delivered at your homes.
George P. Packard of Bigstone, Dakota, wounded,
when the Bnt1sh d1·ew off. fhe)
Apply
by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
is visitihg his nephew in Boston.
had a great strong negr~ on board, and
It is nµmorecl that A. 0. Holt is to wed the commander ordered h1111to th_row the Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
5 ltf
dead overboard.
One of the soldiers was Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
a.Brock n lady the present season.

ROOM
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Thursday,
June
17,1886.
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If yon are in want of any of the above mentwned goods
you will do well to call and examine my stock, which will be
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Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!
JlluMtrnted,
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19. The

Mystery

n.;lhSh!~
~~!

1~

1

of the

Holly

Tree.

A Novel,

1

1

rutl;;~(~~~!a
J1~~u~~~t;it;1' for the Youn,:.
The
finest collection or fairy st.orie~ ever published. The child•
reu will be deli~hted with them.
4. The Lady ot the Luke.
By Sir Walter Scott,
11 The Lady or the Lake"
is a romance in nrse, and of all
the work~ or Scott none is more beau ti rut than this.
11 1

~.?~l~eT::r;:::·
A Novel, By B. L. Farjeon, author or" Bread-and-Cheese-and-Kisses,"
etc.
2l. The Grny Woman.
A .Sovel, By Mrs. G;lskell,
author of·• ?ilary Barton," etc.
22, The .i"'rozen J)ecp,
A No,·el. By Wilkie Collins,
author or" The Woman in White," eto.

t;!~~.
''

5

0

gu~~~o ;o :i~!u~:3E!!1 ug~!~ i~~e~i!!~ gi:i~gG~~!•~~fe'!•o~ w!!d!~~iorCo~"!,rJ-!asf
~t;ovel.
By Mrs. Henry
modern etiquette for all occa3ions.
2l. In Cupld'&Net.
A Novel. By the Author or" Dora.
6. The Standard
Lt•ttcr
Writer for Ladles and Thorne."
Genth:men, a. complete g11ide to correspondence, gh·ing
25. Back to the Old Rome. A Novel. By Mary Cecil

t~~~~

0

0

~i~~~~~~~!~~bi~efo~~~pa°i:~t~ox°am
i1e~~tters of enry
B~t jo;~o~ ;:~~d:b:.:rs:··~ifc.
A Novel. By \tiss
1. Winter
Evenln,:
ltecrcatlons,
a large collection lfalock. author or·· John Halir21,x Gentleman," etc.
or Acting Charades, Tableau,:. Games, Puzzles, etc., for
27. Lady- Gwendoline's
Dre.nm.
A Novel. Bytb ♦
1ocial gathering;;, private tbeatric&ls, and evenings at author of·· Dora Thornt:, •• etc.
home. illustrated.
28. JaAper Bone's
Secret.
A Novel. By Miss M. E.
8. l)lnloe-ue~, Jtec1tntlon& nnd Ueadlnar~, a lar:ie Braddon. &uthor or "Aurora Flo,!'d," etc.
~~i~~~~:~r~~r~~~,~~-r school exhibitioa:i and pub!!o~•n~d:, ..~~~n~~oJ!~ke;, .. ~~ovel.
By Mary Cecil Hay, author ol
9. Parlor
~luarlc nnd Chemical
Experiment.,
, 30. G~brlel's
lf.nrrlase.
A Novel. Ry 'Wilkie Collins,
a hook which tells hO\T to perform hundreds or· amusing author of•· Xo ~ame," etc.
tricks in magic and instructh·e experimenu with simple
31. David Hunt.
A Novel. By Mrs. Ann S. Stephens,
agents.
author or" Fashion and Famine." etc.
10. The llome Cook Book and Family
Physl•
32. Uenpln,r
the Whirlwind,
A No\"el. By Mary
<'Ian. containing hundreds of excellent cooking recipe• Cecil Hay. author or "Old lliddleton'sMoney,"
etc.
and hints to hoU!rnkeep'?r.~.aho telling bow to cure all com•
33. Dudley
Carleon.
A Novel, Ry ~liss M. E.Brad•
mon ailments by simple home remedies.
don. author or" Lady Audley's Secret," etc.
11. Manners
and Cn,-,tom1t In Far Awa:, Lnnd8,
3,. E~slcn i oa Ttu: MYSTJ:tRY OP THK Hl!l>.oLA:,;n~.A
a very interesting and instructi\'e book of travels, de!lcrib• Novel. By F.ttaW. Pierce, t1,.Utborof"The Birth Mark." etc.
tng the peculiar lire, hal:>its. ma.nnersa.nd customs or the
35. A Golden
Dawn.
A Novel. By the author or
people of foreign countries; illustrated.
"Dora Thorne .. et.c.
12. Sixteen Complete
Storlc8 by Popular Authors.
36. Yn1erle'r. Fnte.
A. No\"el, By Mrs. Alexander,
0
1
3
::c~;~;\i~e,
~~~i?~~c;t;~~:,
11~~~~~1i8\?;;;si~~
au::.
i:~~l~tcBy
Wilkie Collins, author
0
tereiti.n~.
or ·• The Woman in White," etc.
13. The Hud2etof
WI~ Humornnd
Fun, a la.rge
RS. Anne,.
A Novel. By llrs. Htinry Wood, author ot
co\lectiou or th,! runny stories. ske-tches, anecdotes, poems, "F.:\St L,nne."
and jokes that h:ise been written for some ;vears; illus'ted.
39. Tho J,aurcl
B111h. A N'o,·el. By )fiss lfulock,
H. IJ!'eful Knowlcd.re
for the Million.
a bandy author or "John Halifax. Gentleman," etc,
book or u-;efol in formation for all, upon many aud Yariou3
-40. A"'o"' Unrten.
A ;",ovel. Ry George Eliot, author
subjel!ts: illu<.traterJ.
or •·Ada.ru.Bede,"" The llill on the 1<'10s11,"
etc,
15. Cnlled Rack. A Novel, by Hugh Conwa.y, author
of"Da.rkDan,"etc.
1
1
0
4 0
0
0
;rc:~ ~r~e1f?e:Ji~! ;;p~~.,t~~~\!>~: ro~l 2°c :n~tt~
book& 20 ,,t,.;
the whole 40 ror ~1.00,
Senrl P. 0. :\ote. Regi~tered Letter.or MoneyOrder,and address at
•nee. FltA:SKLIN
NEWS COllPA~Y.
12::t J.o"'llbcrt Street. Phllndelpbla,
Pa.
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would announce to th" citizensof'Brittun's
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~~l~ :tcrnity

At Canton, Me.
Having leased Canton Skating
shall open it May 1st, with

Patent Medicines
Goods, Cheap for

lllJ•anii1
<,:--.~ ~ = "-'

ei

~ ~ ~· ~- ~ """ ~~ '"-'

that they have in stock

Dry Goods, Groceries,
and Fancy

G. W. MOORE'S

~ Coe~

LIVERMORE

Cash.

Country Prod.uce taken in exchange for
good.s, at market prices.
One price to all
persons, un<ler the same circumstances.
Please call and. ask prices.
3 _38

Rink,

50 CARRIAGES

of different styles, consisting of Open and
Top Buggies, Express and Concord IVagon~. Spring Boards, etc., and can furnish
:~o~~~rt notice any kind of carriage not in

Harnesses.

CLAIRVOYANT.
Dr. A. L. PIERSON'S

I ha,·e in stocl< all kinds of harnes~,
both double and single, track and road
harnesses.

Trunks, Valises, ,\'hips,Blankets,
Robes,
Vegetable
Compound,Horse
Boot., Bandages, and e,·erything
A POSITIYE

CURE

FOR ALL

usually kept in a first-class

FEMALE WEAKNESSESi
Will Cure when Everything Else Fails,

anr1;~1~;1~~7;c1~.g~rii~s;ttx~of:r,c~~t~;~

E,·ery ca·rriage
whom all letters of inquiry or orders should be ad- as represented.
dressed. PRICE PER BOTTLE, 75 cts, 3-zo

PERCHERON

HORSE.S ■

My recent importation of Percheron

horses, together with
my present stock of

nearly 100 head, make
one of the most desirallle studs in this country to sclectfrom. ;\II
stock recorded, ,nth

harne$S

shop.

NEWCARRIAGES

and harnes,;,es exchanged

for old ones.

and Harnes3 warranted
Prices to suit the times.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

.Jl:faine.

Manufacturer

of

DOORS,
SASH, WINDOW
&DOOR
FRAMES

CLAZED WINDOWS.

pedigree, in Percher-

All kin<ls moulded and ph1.in-finish.baJ.
on Stud-Books. of
France and America. nstrr~. Ncwells, Brnckets.&c. Also clrnm.
Took z. prizes and ber and dining-room
furnitnrP Chamber
gold medal at last t~vo Sets and Extension
Tables a specialty.
Jobbing done prnmptly.
!t;uth~~~d
c!~~r~a:M'.ifr:io~~t\v'.
0
AKIN, Scipio, N. Y. Box 3ti.

~;,;';N~~~

E. W. ALLEN,

TEACHER
THE
PINE
T&EESTATE.
I
I

Canton,

OF VOCAL MUSIC.
have Prerlcss and Stanley organ wl1ich
sell
at
reasonable
prices; warranted for
AGENTS
WANTED
AT ONCE,
for
TnosP. n wan,t of an organ or
VARXEY's GAZETTEER of the State of live years.
piano
will
do
well
to
call on or addrcs:.;
~Jaine: giving, first a History of the State,
'l'hese organs are well made
each town following in alphabetical order. the above.
in
every
re~pect,
quick
in tlctio11, brilllant
A fine work. The people are ready for it.
in tone, and voiced so they are easv to
No competition.
A splendid opportunity
sing
with.
They
are
sPcond
to none:
for new a~ well as .old agents.
The sons
and daughters of Maine cannot a~ord to
be without a GAZETTEER of thell own
State.
Address B. B. RUSSELL,
Publisher, 57 Cornhill, Boston.
4t 23
At a good salary to take orders for our
trees and a full line of nursery stock. Only those over 21 years of age who can furAt Gilbertville, ~Ie.,near railroad crossing.
One nish good references need apply.
We gi,·e
2 5
the year round and· pay all
:~~~n~fJ~i~1;edcb~I~~t~\~~t~~
at~~~i:_s ~~n~•~:~1~ employment
expenses.
Address with stamp,
particulars apply at Canton I-louse, to
6tf
N. L. MEANDS, Canton, l\Ie.
3mu
H. N. CHASE, Buckfield, Me.

LIVE
MEN
WANTED.

Stand for Sale.
J1~f

\

aud all are printed

tlu~~n~~~~~~~~!f\?fl1~1~· be\~e;h~~~!u~~ ~1~e~
~:~ti~~to~~~ ~~:lh:~:s~~~ts c;~u~~~~!~-1~
each. Each book is complete in itself.
1. The \\'ldow
Hedott Pnpcr~
Thfs is the book
16. At the Worl,l'fl Mercy.
A No,·et. By Florence
o,·er whh:h your grandmothers laughed till they cried, a.ud Warden. aut.hor of" 1'he House on the llarsb," etc.
it is juit u runny io-da.\· a~ e,·er.
17. Mildred
TrevsnloH.
A Novel. By" 1'he Duch•
2. Faney
\Vork
for llori:ie Adornment,
an en• ess:," author or" }lolly Bawu," etc.
tirel.v new work. u~on this subJe_ct ,contaiuing eai.y aud o/~•c1'!i't::iknfck~~;8. A Novel. by Hugh Cooway, author

CRAYON
PORTRAITS.

ORANGE

J

~

PR.ICES.

The following books a.re publi~hed in neat pamphlet. form, many of them hand8omcly

J~\i
u';:~
1fls!

Vigor,

REYNOJ..,DS,

Old Postoffiee Building.

VIGOR,

Ayer's

PRICES.

Thanking you for your past patronage, I hope for a share
in the futnrc.

HAIR

Lte

~v,,ihi"il~-~

~~~ tiHt~~-~

Over Fifty Different Patterns,

!~

j{~~'v:~;-~·

I

~\
~,

In Browns, Whites, Satins, Micas and Gilt, ,vith Borders to

For Toilet Use.

AYER'S

~~~~¾

I have just received my complete stock of Room Paper
and Ceiling Decorations, also an elegant line of ,yinclow
Shades and Fjxtures in all styles and prices.
The Largest Line of Room Paper ever shown in Canton,
comprising

1

t:~•

!:f,~A,ft

ltd~;,1-11:~~~~~·

\

THE
CQMQRQ
ISLES.
'n_css of betelnuts and cocoauut~, mand
great .favor of• telling me from what
rm oranges and mango trees, with hete
source you received the false information
. t uresque
-Sce-nes
on which ypu relied so implicitly anq P 1c
1·n a Re - ogcncous patches of rice, sweet potat
ote Re ·on ot This Earth.
and beans, and here and there a cotto
risked so much money?" This was the
m
gi
plant.
On my departure the Prine
broker's question.
PUBLIS.IIED THURSDAYS, AT
treated me with royal honors. A.ban
"Upon an astrologer. This was her The Islands,Their Inhabitants _andTheir
of music-two
drums and a clarione
- CANTON, OXFORDCO., ME.
amazing answer, and she named a man
Ruler Describe:!.
played for me, each of the musicia
whose ''card" is ftnuntcd publicly in the
using his instrument regardless of th
I. N•. C-ARVER, Editor and Proprietor, Or if, upon some summer day.
metropolis. There was a stupefied broker,
A correspondent of the New York Tribothers. Their music reminded me 0
'Mid song of birds and hum of bees,
. a broker who got mad. He didn't say tl1UJ writina from Johanna, Comoro Iswhat a home for foundlings might be 0
In his article on Mexico in the Popu- I should go down the woodland way
"Fooll" but he looked it. The old l_adyj lands, say~: The Comoro Islands arc
Cr,istmas morning after drums an
To our old tryst beneath the trees;
lar Science Monthly, Mr. David A. Wells
talked then freely.• It was no new thrng, four in number lyina in thu Uozamtruinpcts had been liberally distribute
aays that the present loss to the 1\Icxican And, startiug back in glad surprise,
she said, for her to seek the advice of bique Channel 'betwe~n Africa and the
I should behold you waiting th2re,
1
The bo-dy-gu~rd, about twenty nativ
government from smuggling along the
this "astrologer," her husband had done • northern end ~f Madagascar.
The four
The o'.d light shining in your eyessoluiers, was drawn up, the the me
northern frontier is estimated at $1,500,the same before her and a score of her islands are the A.ncrazlya or Green ComThe sunlight tangled in your hair.
holding their arms in the most awkwar
000 a year. Five hundred miles south
friends, she said, had implicit confidence oro; Arijonan,
Mayotte,
0~. Johanna;
In vain I shall not see the glow
position. But their dress wn.q a featu 0rnamentnlJJous11
of the frontier .American products arc alin the revelations of the seer.
and Mohilla.
Mayotte was ceded to
Of wine-brown eyes or catch the smile
-white trousers, red coats and red cap erasrequired.
most entirely replaced by English and l)f ruby lips; but yet I know
"I'll give you $1,000," said the broker France in 1842. The other islands bcSECONDcondemmed uniforms purchased fro
French commodities.
·That you are near me all .the while.
hotly, "if you'll promise me one thing."
long to Arabia. The inhabitants, about
kions taken I
the English soldiers.
Scarcely on
For
I so loved you in thatran:;e
\ow
prices.
Compliments pass when quality meet,
The old lady's lightemng countenance
S0,000, are principally Mohametans, but
Of sunny yea.rsthat my poor heart
them had a button on his coat, so wesandLocks Ro
more particularly when it is Chinese qual- Would bleed afresh an'.!count it .-trange
showed that he need have no doubt of fctichism prevails to some extent.
The
lll
work
contract
was fastened together with })icces
st notice, and
ity. When the outgoing Chinese ministhe promise. ''Never come into Vvall- people of Johanna find their principal
To think God held us far apart.
, Strictly ac
string. The honors, however, were t
ter goes to call on his successor, he goes
street again and have no more to do with employment in connection with the ships
Correspondence
an
And so, when evening shadows croop
yiovlted.
in all his clothes, top-knot, peacock
this blanked scoundrel whose lies have , calling for provisions.
The trade of best the island afforded.
And night falls softly o'er the lea..
'l'ROMS
feathers and a blue petticoat.
In the You touch my eyelids and I sleep,
cost you so dearly."
I Comoro and Mohilla is of the same charA Base-Ball Dog.
273 and
house, says a V{ashington correspondent.,
And sleeping, dream of heaven and thee.
The promise was gladly exchanged for actcr but the islands are not so much
The nval nines were made up
he wears a bonnet, which he takes off And when some summer morn shall break
the money, and the old lady went her freq~ented as in former years.
under tnirtcen, and Major. As I reac
That finds me chllied by death's cold dew,
when he goes into the street, as Chinese
way •. But this_was not the only sequel
Upon entering the b~rbor of Moosa- eel the ground it was his inning, and h
You need but kiss me, I shall wake,
etiquette goes according to the rule of
to this spcculati~n. Three or _four days noodo, the principal settlement of Jo- master, who claimed the privilgc of str·:·~
-------a
And waking be in heaven with you.
ago a dapper little :cllow ~nth_ a face hana, one is struck with the picturesque ing for him, was at the bat. The d
-Jean Ingleside.
contrary.========
weazcncd around a p:m of twmklmg ad- beauty of the hills.
From foe anchor- was right behind with one paw in
Scarcley rnythiug will give one a betDUPE
dcr eyes thrust himself into this same age the town is also picturesque, with vancc, and his eyes on the striker.
ter idea of the vast extent of our coun- THE ASTROLOGER'S
brokerage office. He sought the mana- its tall minarets and its two forts-one
came the twisters, and Major made se
try than the variety of its product~. The
.A. little old woman, gray-haired and gcr a nd sai~ he wanted to buy some st0 ck perched on a commanding hill and the eral false starts; but finally, as the
raisin industry of California is proving
a margrn. He had brought a one- other upon the beach among the shore went scudding from the bat, off he ms
to be one of immense value. The ''pr.ck" trembling, sat a little while ago in the on
th0 usa nd ·dollar note along to put up as th0 houses. But the illusion l,; readily discd for first base, his cars flapping,
for the present year already has been back office of a Wall-street stock broker.
Her
gaze
was
fixed
on
a
wide
blackboard,
necessary
deposit. He was juSt ready to pellcd upon reaching the ~horc. The plume-like tail out straight behind. B
contracted for, of which one house innd over ~is money w~en of a sud~en landing is upon a beach of rocks and
where
chalk
figures
showed
the
drift
of
ha
the short stop was too nimble for the d
Chicago is to receive twelve car loads.
nd
th
The California man who sets out a raisin stock market quotations; there was no he looked rnto e brokers face a CJac- shells and throun-h a considcrnblc surf in and just before he reached the base t
lustre
in
her
eye;
her
whole
aspect
was
ulatcd,
"You've
got
a
bright
eye
i
may
I
the
calmest
of
:cather.
Alon"'
the
shore
ball arrived there, and he came slow
vineyard in a locality adapted to itii
draw th is bank note across th0 m juSt for arc strewn the washed clothes of the back, his tail hanging low, and a ve
growth has a pretty sure mortgage upon thato f one dumbfounded, brokenhearted.
n cl?" The broker was " st0 nishcd, ship's officers and crews; and a set of
She
had
a
sad
story
to
tell
were
there
a
scco
the future.
mournful expression in his great eyes.
only spirit enough left to her for a recit- but to humor a customer, whom he sup- vagabond-looking natives of all colors,
"Maje's out, side out!" cried the bo
On the eastern bank of the Rio Grande al. .A. year ago she came to this same posed to be only in a jovial mood, he save that of the Caucasian, arc lounging and immediately conceived a method
river and about six miles from Las Cru- brokerage office. Her purse was fat with consented, a nd th e bill bli nd foldcd him about looking carelessly on, and present- which he coulu retrieve this disaster; t
ces, N. M., is a colony of people whose bank bills and she gave an order for the momentarily. The CUS t Omer closed his ing a repulsive contrast to the Arabs. dog seemed to regain his spirits, dash
cu~toms,history and religion arc the most purchase of 500 shares of a stock which own eyes, wi th drcw th0 bill, and cjacu- The costumes of the latter arc decidedly
into the field, and was speedily in his p ,
peculiar to be found in the country. had been active a long time. The broker lated as if to himself alone, "Correct;
attractive; white robes with loose jack- sition as left fielder, before any of
They call themselves "Faithists," have a advised her against the purchase, and perfectly correct!"
He deposited his cts, and silken girdles about their waists others had reached their places.
Bible wiittcn by one of themselves, have told her plainly that he had what he be- money, a n cl was about to leave when sud- supportmg cimeters, the scabbards and
In the preliminary ''pass around" th
a new calendar in which the days, S:~b- lieved excellent reasons for expecting a dcnly th0 broker, urged by a st rangc sus- hilts elaborately finished with gold and
preceded the play, Major was not le
baths and holidays are changed, and the heavy decline in the particular stock she picion, called him a nd said: "Will you silver. These cimeters arc purchased at
out, and I saw that the balls that we
months arc called signs; eat only two had selected to buy. But she persisted tell me why you went th rough th at per- Muscat, and costs from $50 to $250 each.
thrown at him directly were quite
meals a day, while :fish and flesh arc for• in her detcrmin.ation, declaring that she forrnanee of putting th at bill over my The men's feet arc encased in sandals,
swift as those delivered from base
ever forbidden as an article of food.
had information which could not be. eyes?" "Certainly, ce~~ainly~" eJaculat- and large white turbans adorn their
base; and in justice to him, I never sa
wrong that the stock was bound to go I c<lt_hesallo,~ fellow. . Cert:unly; I was heads.
Many of them speak English
him "muff." When a ball was thro
In Bordeaux, France, workmen may up a good deal very soon. Sh·c had her testing the rnformat1on I had. I am an with fluency, and French as well.
at him, he settled back, and dropped
dine as follows:
A. large plate of vege- way, despite the counsels that plainly a s trologer, au d -"
The town is dilapidated and squalid
great lower jaw, into which the proj
table soup, 2 cents; a large piece of predicted the loss of her money. She
"Are you th0 man th at sent Mrs. X to the last degree; the houses of rough
tile seemed to fit; then, with tail w
bread, 2 cents; a la_rgcplate of red hari- left $5,000 in cash as a 10 per cent. mar- here to buy stock?"
stone, cemented and thatched;
the
ging, he would hasten to carry the ball
cot beans, 2 c&nts; half a plate of roaSt gin to protect her interest and went her
"Yes, oh yc s !"_ and th c addc:-cycd streets not more than five feet wide and
the next player. Ile was equally pr-------1
veal (the quantity being ample for an way with a calm confidence shown on customer rubbed his hands ecstatically.
exceedingly crooked. The town is cnficient with low balls, either catchi
0rd inary man), 4 cents; a plate of rice, 1 her countenance.
"I shall make a o-ood "Yes. oh yes ! I told her to come here." circled by a stone wall, twenty feet in
them in his mouth or stopping them wi
nd
cent, a half a bottle of vin °rd inaire, 4 deal of money " she ·said as she left ~ 'for
"You swi nd lcd her, you scou nd rcl." height, with an entrance at each corner
his broad chest, and in fielding he co
cents. This is a goGd deal of dinner for
'
'
Th b k ,
•
't
t t
~
the information I have comes from the
c ro ·er s voice wasn
swc,) 0 of the inclosurc throu 0crh a iratcway
not be outdone.
When he caught a b
fitteen cents, but it must be borne in
rt t
d th
t l
I k d
~
mind that in Bordeaux :fifteen cents very highest authority."
The stock peris en <', an
c as ro oger 00 c more scarcely wide enough for two persons he carried it at full speed to the near
th
is a good deal of money to a working- perversely declined forthwith, and cac:i.
an a little scared.
to pass at the same time. This wall was thrower, and not a few players were
day saw some fraction clipped off of the
"Why, I believe in th0 powers myself," built as a sort of defence against the piman.
out by his quick motions and activity.
preceding day's quotation.
Within a he whined, "or, of course, I wouldn't be rates, who were in the habit of visiting
St. Nich.ol,as.
In a recent lecture in London, Mr. J. month the original $5,000 margm had putting up my own money." It was the island and stealing everything from
G. Baker estimated the number of char- dwindled down to $1,000, and the broker only because th erc is a Police Court in the people, even to the slaves.
Slavery
Making the Alligator Useful.
early equ
ined. Pric
acteristically tropical plants as from 40,- was obliged to call for another deposit th is town th at th c fellow was not sum- exists to a large 0xtent, and tho Sultan
Says a Florida letter to the Chic
all newsde
Broadway
000 to 50,000. The plants of the north from his customer to protect her interest.
marily kicked into the street. As it was of Johanna owns 700 beings, whom he Times: A heathen strnngcr would
th0
temperate zone embrace about ZO,000 she came down town with the same selfbroker contented himself with saying: keeps principally to till his lands on the tainly say that the alligator was
species, while the higher mountain re- satisfied smile, and with the same exprcs- "Your account will be closed in this east side of the island. The other Arabs totum of the tribe and the presiding g
t~~~"Tif~
gions possibly fnrnish 2000-a
total of sions of confidence produced her rounded office to-night.
If there is anything due also own plantations and slaves.
ius of the place, :for it is no cxaggerati
ents in the
connt'ries.
C
8000 species of what gardeners call al- purse again. Four thousanu dollars she you you can have it at 3 o'clock. Get
The inhabitants of the islands, n. mix- to say that one inay sec thn.t reptile h
rights, Assign
for securing to i
pines, that is, plants specially adapted to left in the broker's hands this time. out of here now, quick."
At 3 o'clock turc of Arabs and ne,,roes in crrcat part in a thousand appearances-dried
United State•,
Cl
Cermanynnd othe
a cool, damp climate with a short sum- "The advance, I am told. has been una- when th e gentleman called he found that arc intelligent and sprightl'I'. Before th; stu:!Icd in the shops, highly ornament
a~shortnotice and
Information as to
mer. Mr. Baker esiimates th::t 40,000 voidably delayed a little while," she said. som~thing had run afoul of the market, Civil War in the Unitcu st"atcs they pur- in the stores, alive in tanks, big alli,, ~'l'enwithout char
tionsent free. Pat
species of plant~ arc represented in tho with a tone full of assurance and faith, dunng th c day and his 200 shares of I chased many cotton n·ooc1s from the tors in pens, imitation wooden alligat
&Co.a.ronoticed in
O
ldrantageof such no
possessions of Great Britain.
"but it is bound to come soon now, and st ock had. fallen enough in a couple of American whalers, but their opportuni- on the streets, little alligators in tub
~whowish to dispo
lMressMUNN&CO ••
I feel as sure that my money is safe as if hours_to wipe out every cent of his $1,000 tics were disastrously interrupted by the alligators of assorted sizes in the mus iroadny,NewYork.
The Kansas City Journal remarks that
n
1
I had it all in bank awaiting my orders." margm. A cl . betray only a little bit Confederate Cruiser Alabama.
Since urns, skeletons of alligators iu the dru
the suggestion that the penitentiary
This was in response to further grave pre- of confidence 10 saying th at the fellow then they have not fared so well under stores, alligator skins tanned in the leat
should be 9n ideal home for Socialists
dictions from the broker, who, by much wouldn't have been far wrong if he had the oppressions of the English, who, er stores and hundreds of different ar
has a great deal of truth in it as well as
argument tried to convince her that she suspe?tcd _that his own broker was re- they assert, "arc strong enough to in- clcs of jewelry of alligator teeth mounte
grim humor. In the penitentiary no
was being misled. Another short period spo~siblc hunself for th0 sudden decline, tcrfere in cver)·body's affairs, and to on gold, silver or nickel. You can bu
man can acquire property, no man can
elapsed; and another enforced call was havrn? hammered th0 market a n cl paci- threaten us with the exercise of their a live alligator from six inches to tw
dress better or eat better food than
made upon the sunny faced old lady. fled his conscience somewhat in remcm- power if we bring over any more slaves feet long or a dead, dried and stuff
another. There is to be found tho most
Just a bare suspicion of disquiet was be. brancc of th c duped old lady whose from the maiu."
one fourteen feet long.
complete application of the leveling docginning to show itself, but there.was no fortune had gone at the idle dictation of
The highest parts of the islands arc
A favorit{l device is thus manufactured
trine. The former capitalist works side
th
backdown in her action.
Out came
c arrant h_umbug who now to some ex- densely wooded, and the mountain sides Take an alligator two feet long, the ta'
by side with the railroad navvy, cat~
more money. .A.udso a little later did tent was dou'.g penance for her sorrow.~ 1 nrc so steep in some places tha,t t-hc tops as much longer, split it down the froa
with him, sleeps in his cell, perhaps is
more still follow. Then not long ago New Yorlc Time.~.
of some of the trees touch the trunks and and take out the entrails; then bend th
chained to him. Let Parson8, Spies and
·she came yet again; now she brought her
Honey In the Chimney.
roots of others.
The langu:igc of the tail up so the creature c:m be put in
company try the penitentiary at Joliet.
bank book. She showed to the broker
Wild bees arc becoming very plentiful islalid, a peculiar Arnhic dialect, is soft sitting posture, sew u,) the front an
.A. match is a small thing, but "in thE that a year ago it credited her with de- in the country around Emigrant Gap. ~nd _Pleasing to the ear. Prince Abdu.1- color it to conceal the opening, and d
manufacture of matches one of the great posits of $18,000, of which but $2,500 A score or more of trees have been cut ,ah 1s_perhaps one of the best educated the thing to solidity. Then, with ope
corporations has grown up. It originated remained; and that $2,500-evcry penny near that village during the past eight men 10 the Arabic territory, and I was mouth and glistening teeth, the cadave
in a combinatio:1 of the ic:ading matcl1 of it, every penny she possessed in the months, some of which proved very struck with the novelty of the home, llUd is set upon a stanrl at the door and srnil
manufacturers.
The capital stock u world-she
handed over. She was not rich. In this eonncction the following the cxtrca~e beauty of face :md physical a saurian welcome on the cmtomer
about $25,000,000, and Ja.;;t year a clivi- yet utterly downcast.
"But yesterday,"
strange circumstance is noteworthy: The build of this full-1:J!oodeclArab. He ii) a. •The forelegs arc often bent around a card
dend of eight per cent. was paiJ. she averred.
"I had my information re- chimney of James Davis's house, Bear tall, soldierly-l0oking man, with square basket or Japan saucer; and if for sale,
Matches are much cheaper now than pcated again and the rise which I've Valley, had not been used for a year or shoulders, Weil-proportioned limbs, olive placarcl held in its mouth announces '
they used to be, by reason of some out- waited for so long is to come now right two-that
is, not by the family. OQ complexion, finely cut features, and a want to go North," or "I smile to 'see
side competition with the great cornbin a, away." Down went the market, lower April 12 it was found necessary to start black mou~tache and black hair. I w~ customer," or the like. One is surprise
tion. The Chicago manager of this and lower drcppcd the price of the ex- a fire in that part of ihc house. The fire a'.so surpm_ed at the bc:mty of one of to fin<.1the ugly reptile the source of
combinati_on, refc'.ring to the constant pectant wo~an's 500_shares of stock, till was duly started, but for a while it did h1:sth ree WIVea, whom I chanced to sec much art ancl wit. W,.hcn the basket •
consumption of pme, says that his com- that day a little while ago when for the not burn very successfully. The fact is wi th her r:iask raised. The_ walls of his made of some sea creature's carapace an
pany has pine enough to iast for hYcnty- last time she came into Wall-street again, there was an obstruction in the chimney house are filled with small mchcs, rccep- is filled with assorted shells, the richne
five years. It is located in the Ontona- dropped into an armchair before the quo- in the shape of a large deposit of honey taclcs for coffee cups, ornaments, etc. of the dcsiirn is complete
gon region of Michigan. Matchc~ can tation board and gazed long and listless- in the comb. The fire caught in tho Couches arc r:~nged about the reception
~
•
be made out of straw boaru as well as of ly, as one in a deep dream, confronting honeycomb, the flames shot up out of and dining rooms, and floors arc covered
Innoceut Childhood.
pine, but there is small inducement to the white figures that glared out at her the top of the chimney to the height of with rich and heavy Turkish carpets and
"Taii1't so," triumphantly
exclairoe
attempt to make straw bond matches there like the eyes of so many demons. about ten feet, and it was thouO'ht for a rug,g. A. black houri wa.5 set to fan me, Bobbie from his perch on top of a chair,
while pine can be had in the production. All of her $18,000 was gone; she had while that the house would be a:stroyed
and a crowd of children gathered about gazing down on .Algernon's head.
Wax matches can also be made cheaply. only poverty left. But she was brave but it wasn't. Over 200 pounds of hone; me, but the harem kept in the back"What is not true," doubtfully aske
Southern pine cannot be used for matches, still, and when her broker approached ran down the chimney.-Placcr
( Cal.) ground. If any of the harem have occa- his sister Maud.
since it is too full of pitch. The dry, her she ro3e w:th the grace of a woman Argus.
________
sion to go ln the street or appear in pubWhy, you saicl Algy was so green th_
punk-like pine of the northern woods is young and c1·ueenly and thanked him for
, Sh
d
lie it must he wlth her face behind a grass was growin"" from t".lc top of
I
' rou s !" cxclmmed an old lady 1
"'
the only pine which is really fit for use. I all his courtesies and the good advice he
ho
rt •
'. irec-corn_ered mask with her eyes peep- head, and (determinedly)' there ain't an,
The further north the supply is secured had waisted on her.
w was is eiHng to an old sea-captain's rng over it
After rcfrcslunent5-eonthere."
•
1
I
story, "what do you have them at sea fec:tions and rose syrup-1 w:ilkccl into
H
•
the better the pine for the purpose of the I "Now, Madam, will you do me the for?" ''To bury dead calms in."
the Prince's gnrdcn, a bcai:~ful wild<;.>ow Maud explained, t.l,e aituatien
1
match maker.
lll~-1'otrtr.,:
Ml'{t Prw--

'"THE TELEPHONE.

A. Fragmenti
What if, while I sit here alono,
A voice I have not heard for years
Should gr, et me in the low sweet tone
That once was music to my ears;
And I should start from memory's sway,
And,.turning, find you sitting there
CJnchanged,as though 'twere yesterday
Your feet went tripping down the sta·r.
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that some fraudulent people, to uc classprevalent humbugs, are go11ng about rnducing farmcr3 to let them
pull out the hlack t ceth from their pig's
jaws as a specific against cholera und all
other diseases of swine for a foe of 25
1
cents per head. Black teeth are no indication of any greater or worse disease
than a sour stomach, c:mscd by overfeeding and consequent indigestion, and due
to the very prevalent habit of gorging.
pigs upon sour swill. Along with the
black teeth there is a fetid breath produced by the snmc disorder of the stomach, and the teeth are no more the cause
of this trouble than the moon is of the
crawling on the ground of lima beans.
I Humbugs and frauds of all kinds flourish
and thrive upon the ignorance ani superstition, not to mention the dishonesty,of
their victims, and this class of parasites
will probably always find abundant prey.
-New York Times.
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A. SPECXALTY,

Pointsof snperlorlty over any other mako .

,\SJ~
ir!!s!teE~i~! ~f~hv~~l;?
s~~P~~I~~
0

~~{/l~~~'f~nict°sk~tnt<~i~t
~~~:
, hencearo more Fire awl Burglar Prov!.
1

iie°i:~

:BURN

UP.

IRc1rKI'
mn.u

urglar Proof Work n. Specialty.
o,namentnl
JJousEand I'LATE S.o.ll'll:s
made to
orasrcquired.

SECOND-HAND

SAFES

kladgtnkcn In exchan~e.

For Sale r.t

to contract.

(IJ';'Fn~~~j~nce
and personal interviews cor•

s O N & 0 0 _,
27 3 and 275 State St.,

'I'H O M

NEW

-liAVEN,

t

Jlew Improved High Arm,
New Mechanical Prmciples
and Rotary Movements, Auto.
matic, Direct and Perfect Aciion, Cylinder Shuttle, Selfsetimg Needle, Pomtwe Feed, No
Springs, Few Paris, Minimum
Weight, No Friction, No Noise,
No Wear, No Fatigue, No
TheApple'•Enemy.
" Tantrums, " Capacity Unlim. I This, it need hardly be said, is the
ited, A Zways in Order, Richly codling moth or apple worm. The only
Ornamented, Jvickelplated, and I nice thing about it is its entomological
Gwes Perfect Satisfaction.
name, carpocapsa pomonella. This moth
Send for- Circulars.
makes its appearance in latter M'l.y or

ill:'::~i~~ksRcpairedorExchanged.
0
All:t°~~tfge~t~~cJe~P~~\leu~~:~ii;.fra\;J~
. Strictly according

CONN.

HOTOI-3::H~TN

-Address-

AVERY MACHINE CO.,
812 Broadway,

New York.
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Chief of the U. S. SecretService,
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for Catalogue and Prices before ,
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c;;;fAGE
WORKS,

TCHKIN
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early June, and it is well to be prepared
I to meet it when it comes. Traps have
been invented for this insect, and various means suggested for staying its advances and preventing its ravages. Professor Cook asserts, ~n a late number of
the Rural New Yorker, that Paris Green
~nd London Purple if mixed with water
and sponged on the trees is sure to kill
this arch enemy of our most valued fruit.
He has found that a pound of the poison
mixed with 100 gallons· of water, and
kept well mixed, is still effective to kill
the larvre as they attempt to enter the
apple.
One or two applications of the
poison to the trees, made soon after
blossoms fall, will thin almost to extinction not only the codling larvre but all
oth,r insects present,as the canker worm,
leaf roller, and various caterpillars. The
probabilities are that in those localities
where apples were so abundant last season, there will be few enough at best this

!fil SPY
t 1E
REBELLION

Bug.End
ward

SYRACUSE,

°lliri:I:1:M.,J!:!
~~t~'

In Swine.

gard to black teeth in swine were it not

VaultLiningsand Doorsfor Banks

NEVEil

Teeth

lsh to refer to the popnlar errors in re-

Cl!RONOMETl!iRAND COMBINATION
LOCKS I)! GREAT VARIETY.

THEY

Black

cial drainage may prove sussessful, but
AN OPIUJI EATER'S STORY.
its utility has not yet been fully demon~~c1l.:'n~3i'0n,.f:,
7
strated in this region.
iraUoa an.i: It• Re ■ ult■•
3. Thorough cultivation, without ma"Opi~
Times-star.
0
nure, until tho trees come into bearing,
This brief sentence was fairly hissed into
then combine the two so as to supply all thecaro!a prominentdruggiston Vine street
the depiction produced in the soil by ~-<la~e~~;i:;
~;:~krars ago well otr, is
growth of trees and fruit.
One can scarcely realize the sufferings ot
4. Never let a tree overbear.
~:;~~u:f ~~t/'!°h~~a~ir1;

It may be considered as somewhat fool-

• .

'

SAFES~

s
FOR 'l'HE FARM AND HOllE.

...

..

[;a;hea:~;:/an't

'AGENTS
,'i,WANTED
N!:: «:i':!.k.

afford to give many

E1r1r111'or llatchlnir.

• The ''SPY" Is now selling by tho Tons'l(.thouIf the rules given by an authority in
0
I f;;,';C8;,."~~':I°!"'ttu~·
io :.~~~~a.!e~
o,::~ France-where poultry matters receive so

II narrati~sof
~~~•""J
&;}~,.;•~!bY;:~e'J'~"¥1n'?,~;::
1'}.:";~b~;,.
PINKERTON'S SPIES, that swayed theac.
much successful

· l

attention-were
strict y
~,:',;"pf;,.~~•t:g:t:;;:'t!,est;cf~~hip~;.:'te~tt~
followed, we should hear less about l}d1~~~~t~;JE:,,~nt~~f/E~r'a':.!1:;
1!~beJ.,<?g.P;~hfi::I
died eggs, chickens coming dead, or too
J~,:i.be~,t..vig~~~he~e~n~b1f,.'~!~~m£:Jo'~~;I weak to break ottt of the shell when
bandreds of Press and Agents' testimonials.
A large I f II
d
l
d
N
1 t th
ba~s'::i.r.:'!i°f~ E:.n;!~\:.ilg,:~~r::·found
u y eve ope • . ever e
e e~gs
Tr!:'~~~-uit:v:r;i:,~~;~\·:.\}~s'.vewif~af~~
pass _over one day~ tile nes: when laid,
eiroulAr1U1UTWm~o&"8&~~Hartferd, 000..,
and it would ~e bct,er to pick them up
__
_ __
three or four times a day, or as soon after
being laid as possible. This prevents the
prolonged conbct of the heat of each
CLAll:EllIONT
COLONY ?
CJLA.H.EllION'.i.' COLONY ?
successive laying hen, which is apt to
CLAREJlION'.i'
COLONY ?
create a premature development of the
CJLARE11IONT
COLONY !
C:LARE1UON'll.'
COLONY?
germ in the egg, making it liable to
CLAREMONT
COLONY!
perish when this heat is withdrawn. ReC:LARE!1ION'.1.'
COLONY!
A new Ilousc C'vcry lG days in the last 6 yen rs. OU' ject all with soft shell or in any way misvillni.;-e, only ;j~ mouths old, hns 5 stores, 2 hotel:2 churche.!:i. school, rwwspapcr, Cnctory, foundry,
with a circular
steamboats, 2 trains and 2 muils duilf.
Laud rapu.!I~ shapen, or surrounded
ndvuucing. Send, send, send by au n1eantt, ~enc
for circ:1lars with 4 mnps, 36 l'hotog,·nphic cuts o. ring, or having one end with an uneven
houses, all ubout the wonderful g-rowtb of our_ col• or rough surface.
Also £hose very naronv.its soil,climnte,mnrkNstbu51ne:ss
pporLumlic~,
1
1
0
~.;~!l\ ~· fd)c:;oote~-:~
~;l~!~~l~I~1~:~1ji~~~~~ ~~bjt!~ts~ row or unusu,illy round, or w:mting in
having emplovmE'nl. \vithout leaving their situation.
size, or too large, or double yolked. The
AddressJ.F:MA..NCHA,Claremont.SurryCo.,Va.
sooner they are set, the more certainty of
hatching, and the more quickly; eggs
set immediately after being laid often
hatch in nineteen days, instead of in
::W.Ce:rid.en, Conn.,
twenty-one, the general prescribed time.
SOLE MANUFACTURER,
\
Eggs will preserve their germinating
powers twenty days; but in order to be
well kept during this time they ought to
be turned once a day, as is done by the
hen when sitting.
This turning has the
effect of keeping the yolk in the centre,
which is important; it being of greater
specific! gravity than the white or albumen, its tendency is to work through to
the side of the shcll.--Ni'W York Tribune.
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e Catalogue.

Pencil

Culture.

The conditions of failure in peach
advertise• growing, concisely stated, are:
gent resides,
1. A, wet soil, or one that from any
cause holds water nround the roots of
the tree, whether tho land i~ situated
high or low.
2. Excessive fertility, while the treea
are young, whether it be secured in the
natural condition of the soil or by the ingenuity of man.
3. Severe cutting back of the you.ng
growth each year, thus d warflng the tree
and robbing it of much natural vitality.
4. Ailowing the trees to overbear and
thus exhaust their vitality by a single

Ith

E."

crop of fruit.
5. By deficient and improper

culti'l'a-

0 th other hand the conditions of
g
n e
'
1~:s success in peach grow in"' are:·
ture. but 'J.'HE LEADiNG
BUGGY
OF AltlE~UCA..
"'
ety Kini? Bolt nnd FHth Wheel. Ask )·ou Brlen
Jcr ~orFm~ ~-•heel:
1.
An
elevated
loc11tion
that is not
BUGGY,
with the Haydock Safety I~rng o1t nn
subject to late frosts in the Spring or
a riding over nny other.
.
furaitrhed ODn large c;1-"d, printed !n cleg:J.nt style, to anyone who wtll agree to fra:rnc11-·
early frosts in the Fall.
P.J
T. T. ::S:A. YDOCX~
\,
2 A warm and. moderately fertile soil
0
't~'td
Cor. J.>!Ol!1
and Ttrolrth S.tH,,('INCL"IHTI, 0.
tha~ is well drained by Dature. Artifi.
WHERE WE HAVE NONEI
NO INVESTMENTBOI'R01'ITAl3LE.

l::

dt;:;;~;<lJ{.,lfo;

5. Continue cultivation until the close of_J~ct,'f~t~~i'¥:volnnd,
o., formerly
?f the ~ry seaso~, every Summer, ?v~n if I ~!!~:r;h_lL:~~\!l~'l
~~~;~~~~~
it contmes until September.-.Michigan
firm of H. c. Wilson & Co. chemists forHorticultarist.
merly o; this city, gavo our·~eporter y~sterji::.t of thrilling personal experience iJa
Sod Makin:,.
"Ihavo crawled over red hot bars of iroa
The three essentials for securing a fine, and
coals of fire," he said, "in my agony
close sod by seeding are: -Rich
ground during an.opium frenzy. The very thought of
sutlermgs freeze3 my blood and chills m:,
of a suitable character, seed of good my
hon~. I Wl!-5
then eating over thirty graina
1
quality,- thickly sown and frequent mo"'·
of,?:lJ~~dt
contract the h1bit?"
ing.
"Excessive business cares broke mo down
In preparing the soil for ths sowing, it aud my doctor prescrit-ed opium I That is
the wav niao-tenths of cases commence.
pays to be at a good deal of pains at the When I determinad to stop, however, I
start. Results extending through yea,n found I could not do it.
"You may be surprised to know," he said,
of time will depend chiefly on this part . "tl:iat two-fifths.o~ the slaves of morphine nnd
th
with plough or spade the surface should
w~u:idr:l:J:~:tca:!r~I/f
::
be worked over to the depth of one foot out what the organs were in which tho appeat least. If it could be three or aix t,~ _was developed and sustained; that no
victim was free from a demoralized condition
inches deeper yet, all the better.
Along
~~!~~: ~~~~!iv t;:;;n
with this process some finely divided which
could be imparted to them. I have
manure, say at the rate of a good two- seen patients, while undergoing treatment,
to resort to opium again to deadon
horse load to each four square rods of compelled
the horrible pain in those organs. I mal'vel
land, should be worked into the soil.
how I ever escape:i."
"Do you mean to say, Mr. \Vilson, that
As the bed is finished it must be seen you
have conquered the habit/"

t:Ts

;,?;;;

t~:~

t1h:•~le~r~{
~f:~:,,e;

that at least six inches of good soil (that
is, not sterile subsoil) is present in all
such lawns as are not to be kept watered
in dry weather:but this is quite as cssential to those made by turfing as any
others. Wherever the surface is broken
by walks, drives,flowcr beds and the like
the edges next to these should be made
of sod to a width of six or more inches.
.
.
This will keep the sowed parts from
breakin"' away as it would do if not thus
o

•

.

protected.
All stones lyrng at or near
the general surface must be cleared away,
the area be made even and firm with the
proper implimcnts and the surface be
worked up fine by the use of a rake o~
light harrow-the finer the better.
Use good seed and plenty of it, applying at the rate of one quart and onefourth_pcr _square ro~. As -f~r seed, ~he
follow1 g is a superior and 10cxpens1ve
"mixture":-Two
parts june or ulue
grass to one part red top or bent grass.
So-~ evenly; thi_smay be done b_y_double
sowmg. By this we mean to d1v1de the
seod needed fo: a given are~ into two
equal lots, sowrng one-half of it over the
plot, walking back and forth . across it
one way, nnd then the remamder by
walkin,,. crosswise of the first sowin"'.
After this rake the entire surface lightl;,

;:b°od;~~~~je~i· ~otelling me how?"
"No, sir. Studying the matter with sov~!t~fi~ii:~;~~g
a[:!tf~if~\pi;m
catr.,din the kidneys and liver. Our next ob-l~~~;sast~ !~~l~~pe~~~ f~~Y~!~f~~~~g
against their code, addressed their attention
~:vi~~1:J~:Tfs'e1Xe~~~cb~~~:S t~l~i~{g~
it was the only one that could be relied upon
in every case of disordered kidneys and liver.
; th1:reupon began using it and, supplementmg it with my own special treatment, finally
got f~lly over the habit. I may say that_the
1 most important part .of the treatment 1s to
i ~~t.those or&'ansfirst mto good workiu~ con0
thi~ aiife°~i~;;:g~inaet;;
a.~~ ~; ~t~ine~e~d
per cent. of nil other human ai!menta
01
~?~~~h~ last seven years this position has
been taken by the propristors of that remedy,
:ci:n~ifi;1[..~~lsa:i~:fhf ;:cii~~G~?0';'!::ii~~
~t1:,~:i~!~i~'an~ 0 ;:t:~~o!Yn:~te?h~~
no other scientific specific, their codo not
~~f;r:;dt~~:c~i:T/!~
tfhJ:rb~~ u~t~I~~
I said before, the opium and morphine
t~Pr~pn~.::
I tr~ed everything,-e:cperimented with every0
, r:v~ti::t1o~ Y,~n~f; I ~:;'J
I accomplish this result but Warner's safe
cur.ii:ve others tried your treatment?"
"Yes sir, many; and all who have fol,
!1:tefi~~0 ~!~!dthef:'1r1ct~;~
0
nnd liver tor six or eight weeks, as I advised
th em,_completel_Y
~ailed. This form or ~rent.
:h~;h~/i;:r:J~~s~~if
~u

~;;;;f;

!~~:

I~a;~~~~i:~~~~:{;:r:iy~~!~
"~
!t1t:fi~
1:!

lJ:::1
J~f~fa

!r\:~1i~:;~~~!'cl

~i:{ i~:~t~~!i:~f,P}i~f1~~'7s
~[r~~

then roll.

Mr. Wilson stands very high wherever
Household
Hint,,,
known. His experience is only another
Equal parts of sulphur and pitcn makes proof of the wonderful and conceded power
of Warner's safe cure over all diseases of
a good stone and iron cement.
the kidneys, liver and blood, and the dis•
Starched shirts w1ll iron easier if you eases caused by derangement of those organs. We may say that it is very flattering
let them dry after starching, so you will t.o the proprietors of WarnE1r's safa oure
that it has received the highest med1cnl
have to sprinkle them before ironing.
endol'Semeut and, after persistent study,
Many persons may not know that it is admitted by scientists that there is
white paint may be cleaned as well as nothini? in materia medic-a for the restoration of thoss great organs that equals it in
wiudows by using wh1ting and water.
power. "\'le take pleasure in publishing the
'l'hc wings of turkeys,
geese and above statements. coming from so reliable
a sourc-e as Mr. \Vilsou, and confirming by
chickens are good to wash and clean perso1,al experience what wo have t,me and
windows, as they leave no dust nor lint. again publbhed in our columns. Vvealso extend to the proprietors our laca.rty congrat,,
as cloth.
ulations on the, e.snlt, ".''"''"hf· ..
To brighten the inside of a coffee or
Changes in Congress.
teapot fill with water, add a small piece
There is nothing in this country that
of soap and let it boil about forty-five
has undergone a grl'atcr change thari
minutes.
its Congress. When I was in that body,
Slake three pounds of quick lime in says Judge James J. Lindley, of St.
reporter, w~
water and add one pound of pearlash, Louis, to a Globe-DemoC1·at
making the whole into the consistence of received $5 a day, and even that was a11
ad vunee which at thnt time was stronglJ
paint. L:iy this 01,cr the olcl work with opposed and condemned by some. M:1.
a urush, and let it remain from twelve to first year I received $720, while on tb4
fourteen hours, when the paint will be ·next year the pay-roll credited mo wit~
about $2. 000. The only satisfaction no~
easily scrap:!d off.
is in knowing that W ebstet· and Cia:1.
worked for the same money. Then w~
ReciJ>es.
Muffins in '.'/'ins.-Take
one cup of did a great deal of our own committee
sour milk, one egg, a little shortening, a work also. Now the pay-roll fo1· com,
mittee clerks is about as large as it the11
teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda; if the was for members. This shows a vast
milk is not very sour less soda will do. change. The present members of Con.
l\fakc a thick batter, and a little salt, gress can hardly nppreciate how th4
and bake iu a hot oven.
If you cannot work was then done.
obtain sour milk, sweet milk and baking
''A WONDEtt.1,·uL
01,'.t,'Elt."
powder will answer.
To a teacup of
Among tho 150 kinds or Cloth Bound Doi.
sweet milk allow a heaping teaspoonful Jar volumes given away by tho Roche,ter
(N. Y.) American Rural Home for every $f
of baking powder.
subscription to that 8 pag~, 48 column, 11
Bed3 and Butter Sauce.-Take
two year old weekly. (all 5x7 inche3, from 300 to
Burmudn beets of medium size.
Wash 900 pages, bound in cloth) are:
and dry them without brcakin"'0 the skin. Law Without LawDanel<;on's (Medicai,
•
•
•
•
I yers.
.
Couuselor. .
Boil them for thirty-five mrnutc3 10 fast Family Cyclop~1a. Boys' Useful Past1m133.
boiling water, slightly salted, which ::~:e~I,c~~Ji~~ckFivMY~r· Bofore th1

I

must entirely cover them.
Then scrape
off the skin, cut the beets into slices, and
the slices into strips.
Melt an ounce of
butter, add to it a little salt, pepper and
a tca~poonful of vinegar.
Pour it over

breeders' Guide. Peoples' IIistory i.
Com:ro~ftr~Tud.in Uni~~~1jd
aJ
World Cydoperlia.
Nations.
1
Pop~~t~
Anv one book and paper one year, po3tpai,f

the beets and serve.
.
lVatermelon Oake--One cup of white
sugar,
one-half cup of butter, one-

if:r!i~~~e~nllioN. ~~ti~a~~l~So~~~ri.c~~~
Rochester, for 11 years pa,t.
Sarf.les 2c.
RuR.o\.L Ho:irn Co·, LTD., R,,ch9,ter,
. Y.

t!~~f

~~~~;~J;ti

half cup of sweet nulk, whitru of four ot°K~;N~~;~~~~~rsi~n~,·ated ac-rcsthan al),}
eggs, one-half teaspoonful soda, or;e of
'11,., purest, sweetest and be~t Cocl T,lverOil
cream of tartar, two scant cups of flour, ln the world, manufactured from fn·sh, healthy
0
one-fourth cup of sour milk, two-thirds
~~~1;;v~~'t t~!i1:~~~
~;ho\~!~.tb~~~~t~:,{gi\1
cup of pink sugar, 011cfourth cup of but.. p1efcr it to nil others. Phys1cia11s
havu dcc1?c<I
f
l· ·h't1
f
1t
superior
to
any
of
the
other mis 111 maikeL
ter, one-half teatipoon o soc a, ,~ es O Made !JyCas" ell, Hazard & uo.. New York ..
t
f
r
isius
fionr
(;happed
hands.
lace.
pimples
•111!
ruu1,:h skin
two eggs, one ca cup O . a . .'
l
ct~1:ed
by. u~iu~'l',u
s~ap, arndu uy Ua.swell,
enough to nudrn rnther stiff. Fust anu I Haw.id & Uu., 1 ew Ym k.
second half of ~-ccipc_
to be made up sep.. o?":a~1~;1-i!i~_ilie;,:~~~;sa~~o!~~1d~r~l1~he
1lSI
aratcly, and mi::.:cdlike lllarblc cake beAyer's A~u_eCu_reis warranted a eura cu"
fore haking.
£or...Umalarial disoi·ders.

I
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER

potent influences to bring to bear on the
liquor problem.
.
And it will be found that there 1s no
power on earth that can keep the people
in subjection to the rum power, when we
bring the light of reason, thro_ugh the
We beg leave, through your paper, t~ inform our (riemls and_ patrons
means of the printed page, to their under that we have opened a large stock of Spnng
Goods_ m all of 0~1 de~)iutstanding.
The printed page is like the ments, and having made an a~dition of a large Cloth111g and_Ca1r_et _worn
Oxford,)
we neve1 we1e 111 as
noonday sun, it will scatter the cobwebs (now having the largest store 111 Eastern
of selfish subserviency to the liquor inter- good shape to meet the wants of the people as at present.
ests and awaken an enlightened conscience,
that will not be satisfied until this vile
traffic is banished from the land.
In this we have by far the best line we ever showed, consisting of
The printed page is the silent monitor
that enlightens the millionaire in his seE.
OXFORD
COUNTY
BAI'TISTS.
clusion, the workm:111 in his shop, the
2.-DIAMOND.
merchant in his mart, the scholar in his
(Reported for the TELEPHONE.)
1, A letter.
study. The father, mother, sister and
Boys' short-leg and School Suits, and an endless :7ariety of 11:en's, and
2, A fixed point of time.
The Oxford Baptist ~arterly
Meeting
brother, and all classes and conditions are Boys' Pants of all prices.
3, To emulate.
We also have a complete_ !me ot Rubbe1: Clothmet at \Vest Stunner, Tuesday, June 8th,
4, Severe,
furnished food for thought.
While none •
It would be useless for us to enumerate
our pnces, hut we will conat 2 P. M.
5, Estranged.
are too poor, or too low, for this means to ~;!;e any one who will favor us with a trial that our goods and prices are
Rev. J. C. Cochrane was elected Moder6, To yean.
reach
them.
Therefore
let
the
printed
surpastied
by
none.
7, A letter.
ator, and Bro. A. G. Parlin re-elected
page be scattered broadcast over the counEcrLA,
Clerk for the year.
try as oui~ most effective weapon to crush
Sermons were preached by ReYs. Follett,
3.-LETTER
REMOVALS.
this monster evil. Let the inspiration and
They were all good,
1, 'l'ake a letter from a lid, and leave Clark, and Harlow.
struggle of our intellect be to attain to
above.
both fitting and profitable.
hi<Yherand broader views as to our duty
2, Tal,e a letter from to listen, and leave
An unusually good spirit pervaded the
vVe ]iaye added to our stock a good line of vVool and Oil Cloth Cara personal pronoun.
and obligation, and keep our minds in con·
3, Take a letter from moderate, and leave meeting, and the reports from the churches stant action to thwart the selfishness and pets that we feel proud to show and price to any,
to scatter seed.
were cheering. Bethel, Canton, Ilanison,
4, Take a letter from principal, and leave and So. Paris, report special interest. All duplicity of the rum-seller, in his depredaa human being.
tions on the best interest of the people.
5, Take a letter from a hard substance but one of the churches in the Association The press has already removed the dust
much used in the olden time, and leave were heard from. (\Vhy not always have
In this departmeut our line is complete, with all the Spring novelties.
and slime of ignorance, and opened a
fibres from linen.
it thus?)
,ve are sure that no delegate
White and Fancy Shirts, Ties, Suspenders,
Underwear,
Gloves, etc., etc.
mountam of light, and taught the people
6, Take a letter from to remain on the that was there regrets his going.
water, and leave insipid.
their broad claim to common jt~ice, and
The \Vomen's Missionary Society held
7, Take a letter from one who works in
their right to imnlunity from this vile poia short session Wednesday forenoon, led
great haste, and leave an escort.
son which so effectually interferes with
8 Take a letter from to cut in small by Mrs. Bearce of Turner.
pie~es, and leave to take in small quantiWe have tried in ordering our Spring stock of these goods to place on
In connection with the meeting an ec- their alienable right to life, liberty, and
ties.
and the pursuit of happiness; and we, the our counters one of the best ~tock in this part of the county.
Seeing is be9, Take a letter from clear, or spotless, clesiastical council was called by the \Vest people, will also learn to resist the usurplieving-,
and we invite vou all to come ?n<l look us over.
\Ve have a large
Sumner church, to consider the propriety
and leave at a distance.
ations,
fraud
and
chicanery,
that
the
rum
line
of
samples
of
Black
Silks,
and
believe
that
we
can
save
money
for any
10, Take a letter from something
used of ordaining Bro. ,v. \V. Cochraoe to the
one who will order their Silks of us.
by boatman, and leave a conjunction.
gospel ministry and as pastor of the ,vest traffic has so long practiced on them
The removed letters form the name of
Sumner church.
Council organized by through the political influence of a degenone of the United States.
MAY BELL WILSON,
choice of Rev. ,v. II. S. Ventres of Can- erated party, and the credulity of their
ton, as Moderator, and Bro. C. E. Tolman partisans.
,ve must know our rights and dare to
Our sheh·es are full of all Grades of Ladies' and Gent's,
medium
and
4.-HIDDEN
ARTICLES OF FOOD.
ofl-Iarrison, as Clerk. Ordination sen-ices
etc.
\,Ve sell the celebrated
"Knigl,ts
of Labor"
$3
1, Did you and Mab read Arabian_ ofa very interesting character occurred at maintain them against the sophistry of fine Shoes, Slippers,
Nights?.
r II
I
Shoe, warranted
honest stock, honest work, and honest prices.
nvo- both the rum-seller, political tricksters,
2 , The good old man was n,nowned for 1 o'clock, Wednesday, as 10 ows :his piety.
.
.
cation, E. C. Goodwin; reading Scripture, and the so-called Church Temperance So·
3, John will meet me at Epprng Stat10n. C. F. Clark; prayer, ,v. Beavins; sermon, ciety, and other organizations, whose prin4, The hardware dealer gave Alec a ket- J. E. Cochrane; ordaining prayer, C. E. cipal aim and purpose is to make us betie when he bought his camping-out outfit.
In this line we always carry a full stock, and will sell them as low as
5, Is Mr. Baste a kind teacher?
Harden; hand of fellowship, 0. Richard· lieve in the fallacy of regulating this evil.
BENNfE BEE.
son; charge to candidate, \V. Beavins; This last is the most dangerous delusion 'lny party in town, for the same quality.
of
all,
as
their
on
Iv
method
consists
of
a
charge to church, \V. H. S. Ventres.
In presenting this card, we do not desire for you to think that we will
ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
sanction of the cri~ne of rum-selling for a
Ql/lLL.
sell lower than any one else, but do claim to show you the Lrrrgest Store and
money consideration; a wicked concession
the Largest Stock in Errstern Oxford, and will sell as low as any party can,
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK.
to justify the criminal business and make and guarantee
rvVritten for the CANTON TELEPHONE.
all goods as represented,
or money refunded.
r.-Absalom.
it reputable.
2.-1, Beam. 2, Sash. 3, Eave~. 4,
ONTHEWING.
The printed page is the silent monitor
Cleat. 5, Sill. 6, Latch. 7, Shelf. 8,
Obediently
Yours,
Post.
that comes with its good influences to vip
Ca'.lton,
Aub:irn,Lewiston,Porthnd, and talize our intellectual energies, like the
3.ERA
eis~where.
evening dew on vegetation, which makes
PRIDE
no display, no sound, but how effective,
ADO
,ve remember -a supernumerary
juror a how much like the life and vigor it imparts
E
4.-Sealing-wax.
little homesick at Paris Hill, asking the to the flowers and green grass, and which
c;.-William H. Vanderbilt.
6.-1; Fetch, etch. 2, Fever, ever. 3, judge if he "could go home,"' and was an- makes all nature bloom and brighten,with
Dwale, wale. 4, Wail, ail. 5, Ahead, swered by the factitious old Lycurgus color and beauty, to delight the eye and
head.
"that he probably could, did he get a good spread the blessings of a glorious harvest
start."
\Ve know of none more accommo- for the benefit of humanity.-From
Demdating,
genial or gentlemanly to give one orest's Monthly .for ':July.
PEN ANDSCISSORS.
a good start on a journey than ,v. II. T.,
whose stages connect the best trout fishing
The city of Portland proposes to cele- waters of ?\Iaine with the outside world at
brate its Centennial Anniversary in an ap· Canton, the terminus of the R F. & B.
Wben Baby was sick, we gave her Caatoria,
propriate manner, by suitable services on Railroad.
You are sure to connect, your
When sho was a Child, she cried for< ·astoria,
Sunday, July 4th; procession and displays tickets, checks and change are all right,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
on Monday, July 5th; historical and liter- and if you have life enough to sit in clean,
When she bad Children, she gave them Uastoria,
ary exercises, entertainments,
excursions newly renovated cars nnd breathe natural,
and re-unions on Tuesday, July 6th, next. Engineer Davis and Conductor :Moore will
land you safe and sound at Mechanic Falls;
The defeat of Gladstone's Home Rule and if you then get left 'tis your fault or
bill has resulted in a dissolution of the some other's, for the R. F. & B. R.R. and
English Parliament, and a new election all connected therewith have done their
will occur, which means, "will the people
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Jnne 14, '86,
t
th rough.
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
sustain the measure for the relief of Ire- level beS to put you
We started for Portland, but got switchLve, "· M.->1xn MAIL
Lve,
-Mxn MAIL
land which Parliament
rejected."
Mr.
ed off at the Junction, to Lewiston and Gilbertville,
I 9 oo
P. M.A."·
Gladstone having served in thirteen Par• Auburn, ·with a menagerie of Oxford Bears Canton,
1
10
4 5!19
Bo 5t on,
7 oo liaments, will be a candidate for a seat in
1
;fa~~Igr~oad,
4 40 9 25 Portland,G.T. A9.~~P; '3~
a fourteenth, solely for the purpose of ad- that were diligently doing duty for Ding- East Smnner, 4 55 9 32 Lewiston, " io io 2 oo
Jey
and
Bodwell
as
the
caravan
careened
;'~tkfi~fct'd,
1
.o
~~~~~\~~•.Is:~
3
~,
•
vocating the cause of oppressed Ireland.
5 30 9
toward conventions to be holden at the
3 7
Among the articles worthy of mention are
"Clara Morris, the Emotional Actress,"
by Mrs. Croly, "A Dorsetshire Paradise,"
1.-ENIGMA.
"The Irish Haunts of Oliver Goldsmith,"
Composed of 33 letters.
"Art Work in Metals," and "Author CosMy 7 14 28 29 33 24 15 18 is youthful.
My 9 19 26 4 20 23 is medical pre,crip- tumes."
Mrs. Hart's serial increases in
tion, or rule for cooking.
interest, and "From Pencil to Brush" is
My 17 has no sound at all before N.
of
value
to
art students.
W. Jennings
My 1 9 6 is to cook over the fire.
l\1y 12 2 IO 22 is to cut into small bits.
Demorest contributes "The Infancy of the
My 5 13 32 3 is a machine used in man- Liquor Traffic," "Our Appeal to the
ufacturing cloth.
My 31 21 8 25 is a luminous body in the Young," and "The Press on the Rum
Traffic."
The frontispiece is a fine oil picHeavens.
My 30 27 16 11 are "for fools' backs.'.'.
ture, "Lear and the Fool."
The whole is a saying that families
should bear.in mind.

NEW COODS

CLOTHINC

DEPARTMENT.

Men's Dress Suits, BusinessSuits, & Working Suits,

Vol.

CARPETS.
Gent's

F1unishings.

DRY COODS.

BOOTS

& SHOES.

Groceries, Corn & Flour.

CHILDS & ST APL ES.

Gilbertville,

lllaine.

HAYING
TOOLS
!

BUY EARLY,

Rumf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

BUY CHEAP,

1

It is stated on the best official authority
that the British government has issued orders to make no more seizures of American
vessels except when the violation of the
treaty of 1818 is so open and flagrant that
it cannot be winked at. So far as learned
from guarded official utterances the imperial instructions do not sustain the Canadian contention that the three-mile limit
means three miles off the headlands.
If
the imperial government fails to support
the Canadian government in this interprc·
tation of the treaty, it makes a very material difference all round, and places our
Canadian authorities in a very awkward
position.
Mrs. N. M. Perkins was the recipient of
a genuine surprise party at her home on
Alta Street, on Tuesday evening.
The
pupils in her music class to the number of
fourteen met by arrangement at the house
of Mrs. Z. Houser and in a body proceeded
to the attack.
The estimable lady who
was the object at which all this conspiracy
was aimed, was f<>und totally unexpecting
the shock and so succumbed at once. A
most enjoyable time was had, plenty of
g;:iod things to eat having been taken along
by the stormers.
A beautiful photograph
album was presented Mrs. Perkins, this
being the anniversary of her birthday.Pendleton, Oregon, Tribune.

above mentioned cities to-day and on the
morrow. The Bears filled no insignificant
space in the shows and manifested their
great satisfaction at the onset, when a
Bear ,vas called to preside, and another to
orate. Having no credentials we paid full
fares, and are fully satisfied that the funny
fellows fairly filled the places and followed
the instrnctions of the primaries whose
delegates they were.
This done, an independent's
duty was
discharged, and we took train and found
ourselves next in a conference of an entirely different character-the
"Cumberland
Congregational
Conference," where, instead of who shall fill the offices, the
weightier questions of how best to advance
the sublime ·p1ecepts of the Prince of
Peace, by the co-operation of pulpits and
pews; in the instruction and training of
youth; in the proper directory of amusements, and bringing all within the sphere
of Christian influence, were ably discussed
by clergymen and layman who filled the
large auditorium of the First Parish church
at Falmouth.
Portland will celebrate its centennial on
the fourth, fifth and sixth of July. Grand
preparations are in progress for the coming event.
H. S.M.

THEPRESSONTHERUMTRAFFIC.

BY W. JENNINGS DEMOREST,
DEM0REST'S MAGAZINEis always a welcome visitor to the household circle, and
Next to the platform, the numerous and
the July nu:11ber possesses much merit. effective agencies of the press_ are the most
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STAGE CONNECTIONS.
AT \YEST ?-.-frNoT.-Daily,with mail train,for He
bron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT BUCKFlELD.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Chase's ~1ills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and \Vest Sumner 7 miles.
AT CA~TON.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Peru_5 miles! \Vest Peru 10 miles,Dixfield
IO miles,
Mex!co 15 n11les, Ru_mford Falls i7 miles, Roxbury
21 miles,1:}yro~ 25 1:nlles,J_Ioughton's
30 miles.
Afso for Bnttun s l\hlls, Livermore, 5 miles.
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mail
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L. L. LINGOLN,

SUPT.

LOANS.

C. F. TOWLE,

Remember
the best place

to get your

5c Prints

PIANOS
& ORGANS,

At the Brick Store,
where

you

will

find a large

stock

Big d:e
on Gent's Canvas
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto,
5 cts.
Gent's Serge Prince
Albert,
85 cts.
Gent's Dress Lace Button
and Congress, $1.75, $2.00 and $2.50.
Ltrge
stock of those warranted
I{ids at $. 2, and many other grades.
Also the

kind of security
an<l good
promissory
notes.

U. S.

Government

Reliable
everywhere.
Address

Bonds
Large

correspondents
wanted
:...iberal inducements.

42 Broadway,

Banker,
New

York.

CUL1IVATOR,
For sale by C. THOMAS,
o. Address, Canton, Me.
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you can hardly keep house
without
It. You will always find a full line,
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LITTLE ARCADE MUSIC STORE,
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